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Overview
Self-maintaining natural systems include the global climate system, all living
organisms, many cognitive processes, and a diversity of human social institutions. The capacity to construct arti cial systems that are self-maintaining
would be highly desirable. Yet, curiously, there exists no readily identi able
scienti c tradition that seeks to understand what classes of such systems are
possible or to discover conditions necessary to achieve them. Given the ubiquity of such systems naturally and the desirability of self-maintenance as a
feature of design, any credible approach to establishing such a tradition merits
serious attention.
We have recently developed and implemented a framework for approaching
the problem [26, 27]. It is based on the premise that the constituent entities
of a self-maintaining system characteristically engage in interactions whose
direct outcome is the construction of other entities in the same class. Selfmaintenance, then, is the consequence of a constructive feed-back loop: it occurs when the construction processes induced by the entities of a system permit
the continuous regeneration of these same entities [88]. The speci c functional relationships between entities which collectively insure their continuous
regeneration, we de ne as an organization. A theory of organization, so
de ned, is a theory of self-maintaining systems. A prototypical instance of
entities are molecules. And organisms are a particularly interesting class of
self-maintaining systems generated by their constructive interactions. The atmosphere is another example. And so, perhaps, is the sun at the nuclear level.
The overarching long-term goal of our program is to develop a formal understanding of self-maintaining organizations. Our e orts in doing so, which we
summarize here, have led us to appreciate a fundamental problem in methodology: the traditional theory of \dynamical systems" is not equipped for dealing
with constructive processes. Indeed, the very notion of \construction" requires
a description that involves the structure of objects. Yet, it was precisely the
elimination of objects from the formalism that make dynamical systems approaches so tremendously successful. We seek to solve this impasse by connecting dynamical systems with fundamental research in computer science, whose
theoretical foundations are about \objects" and their constructive interrelations. Our long-term goal, then, becomes equivalent to the task of expanding
dynamical systems theory to include object construction, to become what we
have come to call constructive dynamical systems [26].

3

1 The barrier of objects
The vast bulk of knowledge base of classical physics has been earned by application of the tools of dynamical systems theory. It began with Newton,
and became a powerful tool-kit with Hamilton, Jacobi, and Poincare. Like all
major perspectives in science, its power derives from a useful decision about
what constitutes \the system" and what belongs to \the rest of the world."
The characteristic feature of dynamical systems theory is to conceptualize \the
system" as existing exclusively in terms of quanti able properties (e.g., position, concentration) of interacting entities (real or abstract). The distinction
in representing interaction between entities via their properties as opposed
to some appropriate theory of the entities themselves will play a major role
in what follows. The point is subtle. In a dynamical system, it is not the
interacting entities that participate as objects in the formal constitution of
\the system", but rather their quantitative properties and couplings. As a
consequence, interaction is understood as the temporal or spatial change in
the numerical value of variables. This change is captured by a set of (deterministic or stochastic) di erential (or di erence) equations. The solutions of
these equations may then be viewed as a ow in phase space. Analytical and
numerical tools exist which permit the characterization of that ow and its
change as parameters are varied (e.g., invariant subspaces, attractors and repellors, basins of attraction, bifurcations). In the centuries since Newton, our
own century most prominently, the power and ecacy of this cognitive style
has been established beyond all question.
The success of this framing in physical systems has fueled an inexorable export
of the dynamical systems approach from physics to virtually every domain of
biological, cognitive and social science. The record of achievement in these
other domains has been mixed at best. To what may we attribute this apparent \limit to scienti c knowledge"? A variety of attributions to both speci c
and general failure are so commonplace as to have become tiring to once again
repeat. Many failures in domains of biological (e.g., development), cognitive
(e.g. organization of experience), social (e.g., institutions), and economic science (e.g., markets) are nearly universally attributed to some combination of
high dimensionality and nonlinearity. Either alone won't necessarily kill you,
but just a little of both is more than enough. This, then, is vaguely referred
to as \complexity".
Laying the blame for scienti c limits in this common waste bin, however, has
an uncomfortably facile texture. After all, there are examples of wildly successful application of dynamical systems approaches to problems that must
have seemed no less daunting at the time than, say, predicting the evolution of
the telecommunications market or the global climate looks today. Consider the
4

e orts of R. A. Fisher, whose application of dynamical systems to the problem
of combining Mendel's genetics with Darwin's evolution yielded his \genetical
theory of natural selection" (i.e., what we now know as the eld of population
genetics). Fisher accomplished his task via an act of abstraction. His genius
was to claim that organisms were an utter distraction and irrelevancy, simply
not a part of the problem. The concordance of Darwinism and Mendelism
required only a population and genes; the concentration of the latter in the
former is the relevant variable, and its behavior may be had by solving differential equations wherein the frequency of a gene is jointly determined by
Mendel's transmission rules and Darwin's selection. Fisher's accomplishments
belie the conventional mantra of \too complex". Perhaps the \limits to scienti c knowledge" are simply a de cit of genius. None of us retain into adulthood
a capacity to seriously attend for prolonged intervals to an imagined system of
abstract entities; whereas every youngster quite seriously attends to the closetful of monsters that appear each nightfall. We rightly celebrate as genius
the ( rst) man who saw genes disembodied from the organism!
In seeking to understand why dynamical systems have had only modest impact
in some sciences, the usual explanations are, in some considerable degree,
internal to a dynamical systems representation itself. The failures are cast as
failures in applying the dynamical systems approach - either a failure of insight
in imagining abstract entities appropriate to the system or a failure in tools for
the qualitative analysis of high-dimensional, nonlinear di erential equations.
However, no less real a limit is our ability to stand outside a dynamical systems
perspective for a moment and to seriously ask what is it good at and what is
it not. Perhaps, then, we might augment the cognitive style itself to render it
more tractable in those domains where its achievements have been heretofore
limited. This is our intent.
What is left out of thinking about the physical universe as one massive dynamical system with our understanding of it limited solely by insights in framing
abstractions well-suited to carving o soluble subsystems? Perhaps what is
being too easily overlooked is the fact that dynamical systems never deal with
objects themselves [83]. Objects are never represented as entities with a distinct internal structure giving rise to behavior. Rather, objects disappear
into arrays of structureless variables con ned to holding numerical values that
quantify properties of an object class, such as the frequency of a gene, the concentration of a chemical, the density of an electromagnetic eld, the position
and velocity of an aircraft, the pressure of a gas, the earnings of a rm. The
moon, for example, is never represented as an object in the equations that
express its orbit; the \moon" is de ned as a time-dependent vector of numbers
specifying position and momentum. Numerical values are indeed an appropriate abstraction, but only as long as objects don't change . Planets interacting
5

gravitationally or Fisher's genes interacting in accord with transmission and
selection serve as examples. The situation is quite di erent when objects possess an internal structure that is subject to change, particularly when that
change is endogenous to the universe of objects considered, i.e., when the internal structure of an object causes speci c actions to occur that modify (or
create) other objects.
Conventional dynamical systems, then, are well-suited to treat changes in the
magnitudes of quantitative properties of xed object species, but ill-suited to
address interactions that change the objects themselves. The latter is challenging in the dynamical systems context. The relevant \variables" would have to
hold objects, rather than the familiar numerical values. But if the objects
become the variables of the system, we would need a \calculus of objects"
like we have a di erential calculus for numerical values. This places a high
premium on the dicult task of abstracting objects without losing the link
between their action and structure (i.e., without losing the objects). Perhaps
herein lies our seeming de cit of genius.
In Nature, interaction involves objects directly and never by a numerical value
describing them. Stepping outside of conventional dynamical systems requires
taking this observation seriously. Stated less rhetorically, the occurrence of
objects that possess a distinct internal structure of a combinatorial kind has
two implications. First, there are substantially more possible objects than can
be realized at any given time. It is this which gives meaning to the notion
of a \space of objects "1 . Second, and most importantly, when the interaction
among objects causes the construction of further objects, relations of production tied to their internal structure become possible. This never appears in
a conventional setting: it can only arise as a consequence of a causal linkage
between the internal structure of an object and the actions through which it
participates in the construction of others. A theory of such linkage is what a
\calculus of objects" would have to accomplish. If we throw out the constructive component, we throw out the capacity of a system to endogenously induce
a motion in its \space of possible objects"2.
What is gained may be seen by analogy to conventional dynamical systems.
We imagine construction relations (the analogue of the di erential operator)
to induce a ow in a \space of possible objects " (the analogue of phase space).
1 Eigen [21, 22] has introduced this notion for the special case of nucleic acid sequences -

the \sequence-space". Maynard-Smith [60] thought of the same in the context of proteins.
2 Throwing out construction still leaves room for chance events, such as mutation, to
induce a motion in object space. The deeper theoretical and conceptual issues arise when
the construction of objects derives from the interaction among existing ones, not from their
variation by chance. The former makes the motion in object space endogenous, while the
latter makes it exogenous to the system. Mutation is to construction like perturbation is to
dynamics.

6

The intuition is that this ow will have a structure where collectives of objects
implementing particular production relations form \attractors" (i.e., \ xedpoints", \limit-cycles", and the like) with corresponding \basins". If so, then
objects which change one another upon interaction - as surely is the habit of
elementary particles, molecules, neurons, rms and governments - have the potential of being characterized and studied as organized collectives of construction relations. The question becomes: Do such organized collectives exist? If
so, what are they and what are their properties? Are some self-maintaining,
self-repairing, and capable of extension? Is their extension constrained by their
internal structure, their history of extension, or both? Are they helpful in lling
the void that steadfastly remains in the biological and social sciences, despite
the wholesale importation of dynamical systems approaches into domains so
manifestly rich in object construction and transformation?
The issue posed above mandates that the constructive aspect of interaction
be brought into the picture. This necessarily requires the representation of
objects. In seeking formalisms appropriate to facing the issue of object construction and transformation, one is invariably drawn to the foundations of
computation. The computational sciences deal explicitly with syntactical entities, and, thus, with the possible representations of objects and their construction. This de nes, then, our speci c approach to the general problem.
We are obligated to de ne objects, using formalisms borrowed (at least at the
outset) from theoretical computer science, to animate their interaction in an
appropriate dynamical setting, and to thereby generate a \motion in a space
of objects", the features of which we desire to explore.
All that follows is but a progressive re nement of research tactics we are employing in an attempt to explore this larger question in a speci c instance.
We concern ourselves with the biological domain, speci cally thinking of organisms as self-maintaining chemical collectives. Hence we treat moleculesas-objects and search a corresponding \space of objects" for self-maintaining
collectives. We rst motivate this choice and show how the simplest abstraction of molecules as agents of construction does indeed generate collectives with
a distinctively biological avor. From this basis, we outline progressive re nements in our abstract chemistry in the form of alternative syntactical systems
with the aim of closing the distance from our simplest abstraction of chemistry
to something more respectful of chemistry as we know it. After documenting
a concrete implementation of the broader perspective in the speci c instance
of chemistry, we return in conclusion to the larger issues. The reader is urged
not to lose sight of the larger goal while immersed in the speci c instance: the
long chemical excursion is but a logbook of data in support of the utility of
the broader view. The pro ered \motion in a space of objects" and associated universe of organizations composed of such objects is hardly exclusive to
7

the objects of chemistry and their resultant biological organizations. To make
substantive progress - whether in biology or in much of what is beyond biology
- we must distinguish and capture the fundamentally di erent consequences
that arise when change is about the objects themselves, as opposed to the
magnitude of prespeci ed quantitative properties describing them.

2 Towards a speci cation language for chemistry
Our overall goal is more readily grasped and the methodological challenges
more concretely framed when stated in the context of a speci c class of objectsthat-change-objects and a speci c organized collective of such objects. Our
starting point will be chemistry; the relevant entities are molecules and organizations are self-maintaining chemical collectives. Our motivation in this
choice is twofold. First, we chose chemistry because it is solid ground: we know
molecules and their interactions far better than any other object class claimed
to participate in the construction of self-maintaining organizations (contrast
the challenge of molecules versus the challenge of cognitive entities generating
markets or rms, for example). Second, we believe that biology, particularly
molecular biology, has a pressing need for support from a new kind of theoretical chemistry. Current quantum and structural chemistry are burdened with
information that is not relevant to the molecular biologist. The level of detail
and the kind of description o ered by these approaches necessarily put the focus on single molecules or individual reactions and away from their functional
context within organized systems of molecules or reactions. What chemistry
lacks is a high level speci cation language focused on the abstract operational
aspect of molecules and capable of describing reaction networks and their algebraic behavior. The molecular biologist needs a tool for abstracting molecular
actions, for plugging them together (like electronic components), and for generating and analyzing the network closures of these actions under a variety of
boundary conditions.
While absence of such a speci cation will be all-too-apparent to biologists,
an example may prove useful to others. Let us consider the role that a yetunrealized theory of network construction and maintenance might play in understanding how self-maintaining molecular organizations evolve. The scenario
is conventional: a mutation occurs, which results in a new1 gene sequence coding for a new2 protein whose interaction with the chemical machinery of the
cell, set up by the remaining gene products, triggers a cascade of new3 chemical
reactions resulting in a new4 extension of a metabolic pathway which enables
the utilization of a new5 resource.
8

Each time the word \new" denotes a di erent kind of novelty, because each
time di erent kinds of constraints are in e ect:
1. novelty1: A sequence is a combinatorial object with the simplest possible
structure: a linear concatenation of symbols. The syntactic category of
\sequence" entails a space of possible variations. A chain of 200 positions
over an alphabet of four symbols has 4200 (= 10120) realizations - more
than the number of bosons in the universe. At this level the generation
of novelty is virtually unconstrained. Any random replacement of any
symbol at any position yields a new1 sequence.
2. novelty2: A protein is more than a sequence of symbols. It is a sequence
that folds into a shape as a consequence of interactions between symbols
along the chain. Three-dimensional space and the nature of intramolecular forces severely constrain which shapes are possible. At chemically
relevant levels of resolution these constraints result in considerably fewer
stable shapes than sequences. Not every novelty1 is a novelty2.
3. novelty3: The types of functional groups and their disposition within
a molecule de ne its \domain of interaction" - its capacity to participate in speci c chemical action (i.e., the breaking and making of bonds).
Novelty3 is a matter of chemistry.
4. novelty4: The constraints and opportunities of interaction within a given
network of chemical pathways determine which new4 network roles a
new3 molecular agent can participate in. How (or, even, whether) a network forms depends on its molecular components, the types of reactions
induced by them, the connectivity of these reactions and their kinetics.
5. novelty5: The innovated4 metabolic network is characterized by constituent molecules and their relationships. What is regarded, however,
as a new5 \resource" or as new5 \waste" is a matter of the coupling
between this network and other such networks either within the same,
or between it and other, levels of biological organization. Indeed, it is
the joint construction and maintenance of a chemical reality composed
of a large number of linked metabolic networks which de nes the biotic
element of an environment.
It is plain that novelty5 cannot occur unless novelty1 occurs. There is, however,
a gap between novelty1 and novelty5 which theory is presently unable to bridge.
We perfectly understand the \abstract space of possibilities" for novelty1: it's
the space of words over an alphabet. Yet we have basically no clue as to
even the nature of the abstract space of possibilities for novelty5. The two
loose ends of the problem circulate in biology under the key-words \genotype"
9

(novelty1) and \phenotype" (noveltyi>1). The evolutionary process is perceived
roughly as the conjunction of two factors: the modi cation of \phenotypes" by
chance events at the level of \genotypes", and a dynamics which results in the
selective ampli cation of \genotypes" based on the di erential reproductive
success conveyed by their \phenotypes". Novelty1 is as simple as a throw of
the dice. However, once it has occurred, we lack utterly the capacity to assess
its likelihood of giving rise to novelty5. Yet, this likelihood is de ned by a
molecular society, the constituent interactions of which have a lawful - even
largely deterministic - character grounded in physics and chemistry. Might
there not be an abstraction of chemistry appropriate to such questions?
We claim that any serious attempt to mathematize such questions requires an
abstract characterization of chemical processes. This stance de nes our more
speci c goals:

 to develop an \abstract chemistry" in which molecules are viewed as

computational processes supplemented with a minimal reaction kinetics,
and
 to develop a theory of the self-organization, maintenance, and variation
of networks based on such processes.

Situating these speci c goals in the broader perspective, we believe that an
adequate abstraction of chemistry is as crucial in extending the theoretical
foundations of biology as was an adequate abstraction of motion in founding a formal basis for physics. The parallel, however daunting, is one we
make seriously. Roughly, \motion" in physics is conceived as the temporal
change in the value of a state variable (the position, say). This motion is
formalized by in nitesimal calculus; a theory of the derivative d  =dt. We
would like to think of chemical reactions as a kind of \motion" as well but as a motion in a space of objects. The key di erence is that, mathematically, such objects are not numerical quantities, they are syntactical entities, to wit: molecules. The chemist denotes that motion with \ !", as
in CH3OH+CH3COOH !CH3COOCH3+H2O. The objects on the left are
replaced by those on the right. But these may interact further with other
molecular agents present in the reaction vessel or the cell, thereby keeping its
contents changing over time, that is, \moving in object space". What is needed
is a theory of the motion generator \ !" competent to de ne a universe of
self-maintaining organizations of such objects. If the broader perspective is
correct and the speci c implementation suciently exact, within this universe
of organizations will be found speci c organizations known to us as living biological systems. The reader will nd grounds in our simplest implementation in
support of the validity of the broad claim, but will nd manifest inadequacies
10

in the precision of the speci c chemical implementation presented in section
2.1. Optimism inspired by success in the former has motivated the series of
re nements summarized in sections 2.2 and 2.3 in attempt to improve upon
the de cits of the latter.

2.1 Minimal Chemistry Zero
2.1.1 Ontological commitment, resultant metaphor and formal representation
In view of the above discussion, the principal question is \how to frame chemistry?" The problem is one of focus { how close-up? how distant? { and one
of scope { how wide? how narrow?. We are forced to make ontological choices.
To begin with, we choose an absolutely minimalist view of chemistry.

1 - Syntactical. Molecules are treated as discrete structures of symbols, de-

ned inductively. A molecule is an atom or a combination of molecules.
2 - Constructive. Reactions are seen as events where such symbolic structures \interact" to construct new symbolic structures.
3 - Substitution. The basic mechanism of a reaction is the exchange of one
group of symbols (a substructure) by another, i.e., a substitution.
4 - Equivalence. Di erent combinations of reactants can yield the same product.
5 - Deterministic. When particular functional groups in a molecule initiate
a reaction, the product is determined.
This minimalist view coincides with the description of a mathematical function
as a rule, rather than a set. In the former case a function is a suite of operations
that generate an output when applied to an input. In contrast, the latter case
views a function as a look-up table, i.e., a set of input/output pairs. To
express rules, a syntax is needed (point 1). Functions-as-rules can be applied
to arguments which can themselves be functions, returning a new function as a
result (point 2). For example, take a polynomial and \apply" () it to another
one: (x2+4x+2)  (y 1) ! (y 1)2+4(y 1)+2 ! y2 2y +1+4y 4+2 !
   ! y2 + 2y 1. This also illustrates that the process of evaluating the
application of a function to an argument is done by repeated substitutions,
where the formal variable of a function is replaced by the literal text of the
argument (point 3). The schemes which govern this process de ne a calculus.
Furthermore, di erent function/argument combinations can return the same
11

result. Trivially, 7+3 = 20=2, but \7+3" is not the same object as \20=2". To
justify the equality a syntactical manipulation - a computation - must occur
that puts each object into its canonical form: 7 + 3 ! 10
20=2 (point 4).
Furthermore, the application of a particular function to a particular argument
always yields the same result (point 5), although it may proceed via di erent
routes (depending on which subexpressions are evaluated rst).
This, then, is summarized by the following metaphor:

chemistry  
physical molecule  
molecule's behavior  
chemical reaction  

a calculus

symbolic representation of an operator
operator's action
evaluation of functional application

To put the metaphor to work, it must be made precise. Any formal system
that is a candidate for an abstraction of chemistry at this level must make the
same ontological choices. The only canonical system known that formalizes
the notion of a function as a rule, and is both based on substitution and
naturally yields a theory of equality is -calculus. -calculus was invented in
the 1930's [12, 13, 14, 82], and has since become of foundational importance
in the computational sciences. We nd it remarkable that there is a system at
all - and even such a central one - that ts so well. The correspondence with
-calculus will later enable substantial re nements of the chemistry/calculus
metaphor, thereby providing an ex post justi cation of this choice.
Although not strictly necessary to grasp most of the remaining chapter at an
intuitive level, the reader unfamiliar with -calculus is invited to appendix A.

2.1.2 Model
Motivated by biological problems akin to that sketched at the beginning of
section 2, we have developed and implemented a toy model aimed at exploring
the conjunction of the two interaction modes { construction and dynamics {
introduced in section 1.
Our abstract molecules are symbolic operators expressed in -calculus. We
consider a \ ow reactor" of N such abstract molecules, each one a -expression.
In this setting a given expression may occur in multiple instances, just as in
a test tube a number of molecules may be instances of the same chemical
formula. We think now of the expressions as if they were particles oating
within a well stirred solution where they collide at random. Upon contact,
two expressions interact by functional application, such that one expression
12

assumes the role of operator, and is applied to the other expression which
assumes the role of argument. The evaluation of this interaction yields as
its result a new expression. Thus, the canonical calculus realizes the desired
constructive component { collisions (i.e., \applications" followed by reduction
to normal form; see A.2) are production relations among abstract molecules {
and these occur in a particular dynamical setting (i.e., the ow reactor) such
that construction is coupled to changes in the concentration of the expressions.
reactor
remove

add

@@@ @
@@
@@
@
@@
@@
@
@@@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@

random collision

@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@
@@
@@
@@
@
@@@
@@
@@
@@
@
@
@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@ @@
@@
@@

transform into
normal form

-calculus ow reactor. Two expressions A and B
are chosen at random and a new object, (A)B , is constructed by
\application" (see appendix A.2). Putting (A)B into its normal
form by -reduction (see appendix A.2), e ectively decides which
object species (i.e., \stable molecular formula") the new object is
an instance of.
Figure 1:

We omit details of our implemention not essential for the purpose of this
overview. They can be found in [26, 27]. One issue is, however, immediately
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germane. Recall that we wish to induce a \motion in object space", with that
motion settling upon self-maintaining systems of objects. To achieve the latter,
we impose a generic selection constraint on object motion through a choice of
reaction kinetics and a restriction on reactor size. Speci cally, we make two
assumptions:
 Reactants are not used up in a reaction:

A + B ! C +A + B

(1)

where C is the normal form result that is contingent on the application of
operator A to argument B : (A)B ! C in -calculus. In this way the total
number of expressions increases by one with each reactive collision.
 Each time a new expression has been produced, a randomly chosen one, X ,
is removed from the reactor:

X !;

(2)

The overall number of expressions N is thereby kept exactly constant. This
means that each expression has a nite life time, even though it is not consumed
at the moment of a reaction. Moreover, since any two expressions interact to
produce a particular third expression with a frequency proportional to their
concentration, the reaction scheme together with xed reactor size act to favor
convergence to a population of expressions whose relations of production yield
expressions extant within the reactor { the motion in object space settles upon
a set of objects that produce one another.
The reaction scheme, however, does obvious violence to the chemical metaphor.
Indeed, the present metaphor and its instantiation through -calculus have a
number of limitations which we discuss further in section 2.1.4 and which
largely motivate the re nements in methodology outlined in sections 2.2 and
2.3.

2.1.3 Main results
Self-organized algebras and kinetic con nement

The intended motion-in-a-space-of-objects settling upon self-maintaining-setsof-objects was observed [26, 27]. We focus rst on the di erent kinds of expressions in the reactor. As reactions proceed new expressions are generated,
while others disappear due to the removal ow. Depending on the initial
conditions, and after many interactions have occurred, the system frequently
converges on an ensemble of -expressions that
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(i) maintain each other in the system by mutual production pathways, and
that
(ii) share invariant syntactical and algebraic regularities.
The latter means that the contents of the reactor have reached a particular
(possibly in nite) subset of the space of -expressions that is invariant (closed)
under interaction.

A simple self-maintaining organization. The dots (left)
and the squares (right) represent -expressions with a particular
grammatical structure. They are made of one pre x [x:(x)] and
two terminals [T1 =def= x:x and T2 =def= x:y:(y )z:(z )x]. From
bottom to top, the dots (left) are expressions consisting of an
increasing number of pre xes (starting with 0 at the bottom) terminated by T2 . The same holds for the squares (right), except that
they are terminated by T1 . A solid arrow indicates the transformation of an argument (tail) to a result (tip) by an operator (dotted
arrow). For clarity, only a subset of the possible interrelations
is shown. Notice the connectivity enables kinetic con nement.
Most transformations yield objects at the bottom (leading to an
increasing concentration pro le from top to bottom). Some operations, however, yield objects up the \ladder", thus establishing
self-maintenance. Both syntactical families depend on each other
for maintenance as indicated by the \cross-family" connections.
Figure 2:

Syntactical regularities are made explicit by parsing expressions into two kinds
of building blocks, called terminal elements and pre xes3 [26, 31]. Terminal
3 We de ne a terminal element to be the smallest closed subexpression reading from the
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elements are closed -expressions (also called combinators, see appendix A).
Pre xes are not complete -expressions. However, pre xes form closed expressions when they precede a terminal element. The invariant subspace contains
only expressions that are made from a characteristic set of such building blocks.
Algebraic laws are a description of the speci c action(s) associated with each
building block. This action may depend on the context of a building block
within an expression. The characterization of the functional relationships
among the blocks yields a system of rewrite equations [50]. This system can, in
many cases, be exhaustively speci ed using Knuth-Bendix (and related) completion techniques [51, 52]4. Rewrite systems which complete, permit a nite
speci cation of all interactions among the expressions of the subspace. They
implicitly determine a grammar for its (normal form) expressions.
The rewrite system cast in terms of building blocks is a description of the
converged reactor system in which all reference to the underlying -calculus
has been removed. In other words, the generic -calculus can be replaced by
another formalism speci c to the self-maintaining ensemble of expressions in
the reactor, that is, a particular algebraic structure.
The expressions of the invariant subspace are the carrier set of the algebra.
Very often, but not always, that set is in nite. Although the reactor has
only a very small capacity (1000 or 2000 expressions), the algebra persists
through a uctuating, yet stably sustained, nite set of expressions. This
occurs whenever the connectivity of the transformation network is such that
it channels most of the production ow to a core set of expressions. This we
call kinetic con nement . An example is shown in gure 2.
Organization

The main conceptual result is a useful working de nition of what we mean by
an \organization": an organization is a kinetically self-maintaining algebraic
structure. Self-maintenance has here two aspects which re ect the two modes
of interaction: (i) algebraic, a network of mutual production pathways that is
a xed-point under applicative interaction, and (ii) kinetic, the concentrations
of the expressions in the network core are maintained positive. The former is
a necessary, but not a sucient condition for the latter (i.e., a network can
be algebraically a xed-point - every expression being produced within the
end of a -expression. A pre x is a smallest closed substructure. It need not be (and
typically is not) a well-formed expression.
4 Some rewrite systems induce an in nite recursion and defy completion. In our system,
this is manifested as building blocks whose action upon one another is to generate new
building blocks with the same property. The failure of some rewrite systems to complete is
a consequence of the unsolvability of the universal word problem.
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network - but its particular connectivity may not suce to sustain non-zero
concentrations of its core components under ow-reactor conditions as speci ed
by equations (1) and (2)).
Organizations of di ering algebraic structure are obtained by varying the set
of -expressions used to seed the reactor. An in nity of such organizations are
possible. Developing a taxonomy of their structure and properties remains a
long-term goal of our program.
Self-repair and constrained variation

Two prominent properties of these organizations are their resilience to the
subtraction of existing components and resistance to the addition of new expressions. Organizations often repair themselves following removal of even
large portions of their component expressions. Some organizations are even
indestructible: they regenerate themselves from any component. The reason
for this robustness is the existence of generators of the algebra. These are sets
of expressions whose repeated interactions rebuild piece by piece the entire
organization; if they are retained, the system regenerates.
The link with algebra also clari es an organization's response to the addition
of new expressions, but for a di erent reason. The grammatical and algebraic invariances can be viewed as abstract boundaries of the organization.
They determine membership. An expression which does not conform with
that organization's particular grammar cannot be a member of the organization. Despite having an independent description, an organization is embedded
in the larger -universe, and a non-member expression may perturb the organization algebraically (and grammatically), generating further expressions
\outside" of it. The perturbing expression can, in some cases, be stably integrated, leading, for example, to a self-maintaining extension of the original
organization. Alternatively, the perturbing expression may be diluted out of
the system leaving the organization unaltered. The algebraic relationships
which de ne an organization also determine speci c opportunities for its extension. Biological interpretations are many. As but one example, Morowitz
suggests that nonenzymatic precursor networks of the cellular core metabolism
have evolved via distinct extensions [72].
Organization within organization

Organizations can have a quite complex substructure. To explain what we
mean by substructure we need two iterated mappings. One is an \expansion"
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of a set Ai of expressions:
Ai+1 = (Ai) =def= (Ai  Ai) [ Ai
(3)
where A  B means the set resulting from applying every expression in A to
every expression in B. The other is a \contraction" of a set:
(4)
Ai+1 = (Ai) =def= (Ai  Ai) \ Ai

The substructure of an organization. Each node (circle
or square) represents a self-maintaining set. Circles denote selfmaintaining subspaces with a potentially in nite number of expressions, while squares represent nite self-maintaining subsets.
When two nodes are connected by an edge, the lower one represents a set that is contained in the upper one. The size and grey
level of a node re ects that node's share of the overall diversity
and total number of expressions in the reactor, respectively. See
text for further discussion. (Figure and analysis courtesy Harald
Freund.)
Figure 3:
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Given an organization O, generated in our experimental reactor, we take
each expression i in O and iterate T times to obtain an expansion of i:
B = T (fig). After this we contract B until we have found a xed point:
Ofig = T +1(B). In sum, Ofig = T +1( T (fig)). If Ofig is not empty, we have
obtained a self-maintaining suborganization contained in O that has been generated by the single expression i.
The relationships between all suborganizations generated by individual expressions of an organization can be visualized in a lattice partially ordered by
inclusion. An example is shown in gure 3. The topmost node represents the
entire organization. It is a combination of 11 suborganizations located at the
next lower level in the diagram. The leftmost suborganization, for example, is
an extension of the organization below it (darker node), which in turn is an
extension of the black node. Since the black node is contained in a number
of organizations above it, these organizations necessarily overlap (i.e., they
share some members). The bottom node is a small closed self-maintaining set
contained in all others. Despite its apparent complexity, only three interaction laws involving only one terminal element and two pre xes are required to
describe the system.
The substructure of an organization re ects only the algebraic aspects of the organization. Any physical realization of such an organization is also a matter of
dynamic stability. Structure and dynamics jointly de ne organization-speci c
properties with respect to robustness and evolvability.
Higher-order organizations

We can combine disjoint organizations that have been obtained independently.
In some instances they build a stable higher-order organization that contains
the component organizations in addition to a set of products arising from
their cross-interactions. This set is not self-maintaining, yet it is crucial in
stabilizing their integration into a new unit. We call such a set of objects a
glue. Biologists will recognize this as an issue of some importance in historyof-life [8, 61], e.g., the mitochrondria and chloroplasts of eucaryotic cells are
descendants of cells with an independent procaryotic ancestry.
Copy functions and the emergence of organization

Our model universe invites experimentation on the conditions which facilitate
or impede the emergence of organization. An example of one such condition
involves the role of replicating objects, that is, -expressions that copy.
Replication is a term usually used to denote an autocatalytic kinetic role, i.e.,
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an agent whose change in concentration is proportional to its own concentration. In addition to its kinetic aspect, the present model makes the operational
role of a replicator explicit. A replicator is the xed-point of some interaction.
f is a replicator, if the system contains some g (including g = f ) such that f is
a \left" or \right" xed-point of its interaction with g: (g)f = f or (f )g = f .
Notice that g may turn f , but not another h, into a replicator (unless g is
the trivial identity function). Replicators, then, need not be universal copiers.
They may act to both copy and construct depending upon the expressions
they take as arguments.
A

A

B

C

B

A basic alternative: copy actions (left) and non-copy
actions (right). Closure of the former yields hypercycles, or \Level
0" in our nomenclature [26]. Self-maintaining closure of the latter (in the absence of the former) yields \Level 1" organizations
[26]. A middle ground, copiers that also participate in constructive interactions, impede the development of hypercycles, favoring
\Level 1" organization.
Figure 4:

The distinction between the kinetic and operational aspects of replication is
key to understanding an essential condition for organization. Self-maintaining
structures capable of sustaining themselves solely on the basis of their copy
actions (i.e., without constructive interactions) are easily encountered in our
system (examples labelled as \Level 0" in [26]). Such structures are hypercycles, just as Eigen and Schuster discovered some time ago [23]. If replicators
are disabled or if their operational role involves both constructive and copy
interactions, the system will organize (examples labelled as \Level 1" in [26]).
\Level 1" organizations di er fundamentally from hypercycles in their selfrepair and extensibility properties.
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2.1.4 Main limits
The results summarized above clearly illustrate that the merger of a dynamical
system (the ow reactor) with a universe of objects that entertain constructive interrelations (-expressions) does indeed achieve the desired objective. A
motion-in-the-object-space is induced, such that self-maintaining structures,
characterized by an invariant pattern of transformations, arise. Moreover,
these organizations possess properties { regeneration, structure-dependent extension, complex substructure, capacity for hierarchical nesting { akin to properties of living organisms. Yet, -expressions are far from molecules and our
organizations far from organisms. The major limitations of Minimal Chemistry
Zero (MC0) are enumerated below.
1. Shape: Molecules interact selectively. Violated in MC0, because operators can act on one another indiscriminately.
2. Symmetry: Reaction is a symmetric event. Violated in MC0, because
functional application is not commutative.
3. Mass action: With respect to a reaction event, molecules are resources
and are used up. Furthermore, atom types and number are conserved
during a reaction event. Violated twice in MC0, rst by the kinetic
scheme (1), and second microscopically - which is far more serious - by
the multiple occurrence of the same bound variable in -expressions.
To make the latter clear: when supplying the argument 5, say, to the
function f (x) = x2 +2x +3, the 5 gets used twice; once when substituting
in x2 and once in 2x. Where does the second 5 come from? In chemistry,
a reaction has only as many atoms as are present in the reactants.
4. Reaction classes: Chemical reactions proceed according to a variety
of distinct schemes, such as substitutions, additions, and eliminations.
In particular, individual reactions can yield several molecules on the
product side. Violated microscopically in MC0, because application in
-calculus yields at most one normal form (product). (Note that the
reaction scheme (1) is an exogenous condition we impose.)
5. Rate constants: In chemistry reactions proceed with di erent velocities, which leads to a separation of time scales in reaction networks.
Violated in MC0, because every reaction event has the same unit rate
constant.
These limitations are substantial and motivate the improvements to which we
now turn.
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2.2 Minimal Chemistry One
We consider an extension of MC0 designed to address the issue of \shape"
(item 1 in section 2.1.4). Pure -expressions are strings of characters that
represent functions with no speci c domain of de nition (i.e., they can act on
any expression). Shape enforces a speci city upon interaction.

2.2.1 Shape and action
The virtues of MC0 lie in the transparency of -calculus and the connections
its use provides to abstract algebra and rewrite systems. It is dicult to
imagine how a 3-dimensional interpretation could be given to the actions of expressions in a canonical way. An explicit spatial representation would seem
to be required. However, a price for capturing shape would surely be paid
in transparency of the resulting model. Might there not be an abstraction of
shape that evades the costs of explicit spatial imitation?
Molecular shape derives from a self-consistent balance of nuclear and electronic motions in uenced by each other's eld. At the same time the resultant
distribution of electronic and nuclear densities gives rise to speci c chemical
properties. In this sense shape and chemical action are two sides of the same
coin. In a slightly more abstract sense, the speci city of chemical action between molecules results from (i) the complementarity of chemical properties
between reacting functional groups and (ii) their spatial disposition. The rst
aspect means, for example, that an electron donor group on one molecule must
meet an electron acceptor group on the other for an action between them to
occur. To put it in a cartoonish way, chemical complementarity emphasizes
that action occurs when one functional group is of the type \if I'm given
an x, then I yield a y ", while the other group is of the \I'm an x"-kind.
If the latter were an \I'm a z", no action would take place. It is clear at once
that interaction selectivity, though invariably tied to space in real chemistry,
does not require space to be expressed abstractly.
When a reaction involves more than one chemically complementary group,
their spatial disposition further contributes to speci city by excluding those
reaction partners that have the right groups at the wrong places. However,
this is a combinatorial aspect that is neither unique to spatial extension, nor
one that fundamentally alters the nature of speci city caricatured above.
A rather di erent issue is raised by non-reactive molecular interactions based
on shape. There, the geometric aspect of spatial form is essential in giving
rise to supramolecular morphologies, such as membranes or viral capsids. This
aspect necessarily escapes a formalization cast in a non-geometrical syntactical
system; it is as much outside the calculus-metaphor as is the ow-reactor
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kinetics. At this stage of our program, however, we dispense from further
physical embeddings (beyond kinetics); our interest being in transferring as
much as possible of what appears to be physical to an abstract computational
domain.
Two aspects of molecular form, shape-as-conditional-action and shape-as-geometry,
are together responsible for chemical interaction speci city. Here we formalize
only the rst aspect, taking the stance that it is not the molecule's shape-as-acoordinate-list that counts, but rather how the spatial con guration is parsed
into basic reaction classes. (A virtuoso synthetic chemist looks at a molecular con guration in much the same way that a grand master looks at a chess
con guration, perceiving the molecule in terms of what can be done with it,
i.e., which features can be exploited to make or break bonds with respect to
a synthesis goal.) Thus, to the extent that shape is abstracted as a suite of
lawful restrictions on permissible actions, it is plausible to capture its role by
imposing a suitable discipline upon -interaction. This is done by augmenting the notion of function in -calculus with the constructive analogue of a
\domain of de nition" and a \range".

2.2.2 What is a type?
Minimal Chemistry One employs the use of typed versions of -calculus, where
the system of types serves as an abstraction of restrictions on chemical action.
Here, we brie y introduce the notion of a \type". A more detailed but still
expository overview can be found in appendix B. For a rigorous treatment the
reader should consult the literature [9, 10, 38, 55, 77].
A type is a statement about overall action. To appreciate this, consider an
untyped universe, such as a computer at the level of memory cells [10]. It
appears as an unstructured array of binary strings undergoing transformations. When looking at these strings we typically have no way of telling what
is being represented. In contrast, a typed universe, such as a programming
language, provides frames of interpretation for the digital contents of computers by imposing a kind of semantics de ning intended use. Such frames work
by o ering a repertoire of behavioral types , such as variables, arrays, pointers, procedures, and control structures. Furthermore, variables themselves are
often distinguished according to the type of value they are meant to hold:
boolean, real, integer, character, and so on. The e ect of such constructs is
basically to enforce a discipline of interaction. For example, the interpreter
of a programming language rejects the application of a function that removes
blanks from character strings to an \inappropriate" object such as a vector of
numbers. In essence, a type is but an object's \interface" that regulates with
what it may communicate.
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In programming languages a type serves as a speci cation, that is, it provides
partial information about what an operator (a program) abstractly does. In
chemistry, however, there are no external reference frames, no intentionally
de ned \integers", \character strings", or \vector products". The lawful behavior of chemistry is internally de ned by the underlying physics. It is, therefore, important to understand that the abstract notion (and theory) of types
is independent of any particular meanings. A representation of chemistry at
a chosen level of resolution could be de ned by a repertoire of primitive objects with assigned behaviors. Their internal structure is suppressed, and the
behaviors are de ned reciprocally. This is what computation theory calls an
\abstract data type". Primitive objects of this sort could be atoms, or functional groups, such as hydroxy, amino, carbonyl groups, etc., or they might be
further abstracted entities, those which carry \oxidizing"-behavior, others with
\reducing"-behavior, \acid"-behavior, \base"-behavior and so on. The action
of a chemical group as a primitive could be speci ed by indicating which other
groups it interconverts, without indicating how this is done (e.g., mapping a
keto group into a hydroxy group under certain conditions). To turn this into
a chemistry, a mechanism for building complex objects from primitive ones
and for interconverting them is needed. That is what typed -calculus provides. Admitting primitives with a speci c behavioral interpretation amounts
to de ning constraints as to which objects can be built and, therefore, which
reactive combinations are possible.

2.2.3 Improved metaphor
We have implemented a simple standard type system for -calculus [15, 63],
following the path laid out by a very useful prototype [59, pp. 97{113]. The
system is explained in appendix B. Here we emphasize only those conceptual
features that are important for our chemical agenda.
 Syntactical structure and type are coupled. A type is not arbitrarily
attached to a -expression. It is derived from its syntactical structure by
means of inference rules in a process called type synthesis. If an expression
is modi ed, its type changes accordingly. The requirement to possess a type
constrains the syntactical structure, and excludes some of the expressions that
were possible in the untyped case. These constraints are interpreted to re ect
the fact that a molecule's speci c domain of action is based on its structure
and composition, and that the properties of atoms constrain what kinds of
molecules there can be.
 Type polymorphism and boundary conditions. Types can convey
di erent degrees of speci city. A particular type may constrain an expression
to act on one sort of argument only, while another may not discriminate at all.
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This is type polymorphism (see appendix B). The degree of polymorphism is
controlled by assigning basis types of chosen speci city to the variables (and
constants, if any) of the -system. The set of basis types constitutes a new
boundary condition . It permits the tuning of the overall reactivity of our
abstract chemistry and the de nition of primitives with speci cally chosen
interrelations. It is in the de nition of the basis set that an abstraction of
molecular shape-as-conditional-action (or any other intended restriction upon
action) succeeds or fails.
 Interaction speci city. An expression that represents a map sending
objects of type  into objects of type  can act only upon arguments type
 . To decide when an interaction can occur is not as trivial as it seems. The
type-expression can be viewed as describing a domain whose size re ects its
degree of polymorphism. Whether the polymorphic types of two colliding expressions match properly is not a mere syntactic comparison, but involves
detecting whether one type is an instance of the other. The decision procedure
is outlined in appendix B.
The present formalization treats the abstract essence of \shape" as a statement
about a molecule's domain of action. It bears emphasis that in this formalization the -term continues to be the object corresponding to the physical
molecule. The type-expression derived from the -term is but a device to enforce an interaction speci city. If the types of two colliding objects permit
their interaction, the syntactical manipulations follow the -calculus. It is
good conceptual hygiene not to confuse the type with the object. This is plain
in chemistry, the shape of a molecule is not the molecule.
These features, in aggregate, de ne the metaphor underlying Minimal Chemistry One:

chemistry 
physical molecule 
molecule's behavior 
speci city of interaction 
chemical reaction 

typed calculus

symbolic representation of an operator
operator's action
type discipline
evaluation of a functional application

2.2.4 Model and preview of results
The reactor with Minimal Chemistry One is schematically shown in gure 5.
Our results with the MC1 model have yet to be exhaustively reported in the
primary literature and, accordingly, we will not provide as detailed a summary
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of results as presented for MC0.
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The -calculus ow-reactor with function-particles that
discriminate among interaction partners on the basis of a type system. Two randomly chosen expressions with types  and  (represented as shaded regions) collide. The validity of the interaction
complex depends on whether a type can be assigned to it. The
procedure is explained in appendix B. If the interaction complex is
typable, the reaction proceeds by normalizing the complex. Otherwise, the types  and  are incompatible for interaction, and the
collision is regarded as elastic.
Figure 5:

The major consequence, however, of the improved model is that organizations
are once again achieved and display properties akin to those documented for
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MC0. Organization, however, is considerably more dicult to achieve than
in the untyped case, as may be expected by a restriction on interaction. The
degree of diculty is related to the degree of polymorphism, and, therefore, to
the type basis.

2.3 Minimal Chemistry Two
Only one of the limitations inherent in Minimal Chemistry Zero, section 2.1.4,
is addressed by our abstraction of shape as a lawful discipline upon interaction and our accompanying implementation of that abstraction in typed
-calculus. Problems with MC0 regarding symmetry, resource accountability,
reaction classes and rate constants remain in MC1. Indeed, one might even
contend that our notion of types-as-shape is not mature until these problems
are solved - that is, until we succeed in de ning a basis set that generates,
for example, the appropriate classes of reaction in some restricted chemical
domain.
The issue is one of the level of abstraction we chose. A critic might well contend that our level of abstraction is so high as to willfully preclude eventual
maturation from an abstract to an actual chemistry. This, however, would
be a misreading of our intent, see for example [84]. The retention of a high
level of abstraction in the transition from MC0 to MC1 is anything but a resistance of the actual. Rather it represents a strategic claim that the bene ts
of a high level of abstraction exceed the costs of distance from actuality. A
principal bene t lies in facilitating the transition between related formal systems. A return on costs will be realized if we are led to alternative formalisms
uniquely well-suited to stepwise re nement of the original metaphor. Minimal
Chemistry Two is vindication of that strategy.
MC2 di ers from the advance of MC1 over MC0 in two ways. First, in MC1
we retained the core elements of the MC0 metaphor, merely re ning it to include shape. In MC2, we tinker with the ontology itself. Here we abandon
-calculus as the chosen formalism and are empowered to do so without loss
of progress gained in the  framework by virtue of an isomorphism between
formalisms. Second, unlike MC0 and MC1, MC2 has yet to be implemented.
Hence, we limit ourselves below to the task of sketching, sequentially, how
the typed -calculus leads naturally to formalisms in proof-theory, how the
chemical metaphor might be translated to and enriched by the proof-theoretic
connection, and what limitations of a -based arti cial chemistry this translation permits us to address.
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2.3.1 From -calculus to proof-theory
The Curry-Howard isomorphism

Within MC1, a small number of plausible basis sets were implemented and
characterized. These established that the typed system retained the capacity
to yield self-maintaining organizations rst established in MC0. A multitude
of plausible basis sets remains unexplored. Exploring them with chemical
plausibility in mind, however, requires insight into how type construction may
be used to impose, for example, resource accounting within -calculus. While
not impossible, the task would clearly be vastly simpli ed if the syntax itself
imposed such a discipline of stoichiometry. Syntactical systems of this sort
exist. One is led to them through a mapping between typed -calculus and
proof-theory. Indeed, the mapping lies at the core of a deep connection between
computation and logic (see appendix C.1).
Typed -calculus can be viewed as a syntax for the derivation of logical formulae. The mapping is known as the Curry-Howard isomorphism [38, 45] and
may be stated informally as (see C.1 for a more detailed introduction):
type  ! logical formula (proposition) 
-term of type  ! proof of 
Since we use -calculus to de ne an abstract chemistry, any rigorous link
between typed -calculus and other areas of mathematics extends the chemical
metaphor. Roughly:
\shape" ! logical formula (proposition)
molecule with that shape ! proof of that formula
Proof-theory is a large domain, characterized by an initially bewildering diversity of syntactical systems. Our task, to which we now turn, is to situate
our approach within this diversity, that is, to specify chemical interpretations
of a chosen syntax which are both consistent with the isomorphism and which
have potential in ameliorating the de cits of the -syntax.
What do proofs have to do with it?

The connection between typed -calculus and proof-theory and our imputed
connection between both formalisms and chemistry will not demand that a
reader have a rich appreciation of logic. Some prefatory remarks are, nonetheless, in order.
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A logical formula is built from atomic formulae using connectives like and (^),
or (_), implies (!), negation (:), and universal (8) and existential (9)
quanti ers. There are two basic questions we may put to a logical formula.
We may ask for the truth value (true or false) of a formula, or we may
ask for its validity. Contrary to widespread folklore outside of logic, logic
is not exhausted by \truth-tables" that permit reading o the truth-value of
compound statements, such as A^B; A_B; A ! B; :A, given the truth-values
of the propositions A and B . Logic is far richer and much of the richness lies
in the latter of these questions.
A taste of the relation between truth assessments and validity may be introduced by considering Frege's [30] distinction between the sense and denotation
of a logical formula. In 10=2 = 1 + 4 the denotation of both 10=2 and 1 + 4 is
5. Hence, the denotation of 10=2 = 1+4 is true. How, though, does one know
that 10=2 has the same denotation as 1+4? As Girard points out [36, 38], it is
not obvious that 10=2 = 1 + 4, for if it was we would need neither symbolism
for division and addition, nor, even nd need to state an equality. This is what
is meant, then, by saying that 10=2 has a di erent sense than 1 + 4.
Frege's distinction tells us that what matters in logical systems is not the
denotation (i.e., the content) of the propositions, but rather their relational
structure. When Aristotle says that \All men are mortal; all Athenians are
men; hence all Athenians are mortal", he is saying \All B is C ; all A is
B ; hence all A is C ", he is not saying \true; true; hence true" [36]! Logic
manipulates the sense, not the denotation.
How then does one proceed from sense to denotation? Let us return to 10=2 =
1 + 4. In this example, it is clear. Something must be done to show that they
have the same denotation and here that \something" is a computation.
Just as di erent logical systems are endowed with di erent connectives, so
must proof-theory come in a diversity of avors. The avors of proof-theory
germane to our project are those which bear a correspondence with computational operations. These comprise a class known as constructive proof-theory
or constructive logic. The idea behind constructive proof-theory is that the
meaning of a formula is the set of its proofs, where the proofs are objects of an
e ective calculus, i.e., proofs are seen as construction sca olds for a formula.
Loosely speaking, the meaning of ^ is to exhibit a proof of and a proof
of . The meaning of ! is to provide a function which transforms proofs
of into proofs of . Framed in this way, constructive logic appears not so
much as a tool for reasoning about computation than a computational activity
itself. Indeed, this is the essence of what is established by the Curry-Howard
isomorphism.
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2.3.2 Ontological commitment, resultant metaphor, and formal representation
Amongst the diversity of constructive logics is a recent innovation known as
linear logic [33]. We use it here to illustrate how the proof-theoretic context
re nes the chemical metaphor. We do so in an intuitive fashion, building from
our (similarly intuitive) characterization of typed and untyped -calculus. As
in our previous treatments, the reader is referred to Appendix (C.3) for a more
detailed, but still gentle, treatment.
In linear logic, indeed with proof-theory generally, the properties of a logical
connective are de ned algebraically (rather than by truth-tables), through
rules stating how a connective can be inserted into and removed from a formula.
Proof-theory emphasizes what actions must be taken to construct a formula
using a set of rules governing introduction and elimination.
The introduction rules, elimination rules and connectives of a fragment of
linear logic appear in appendix C.3.1. Relative to the sparsity of axiomatic
operations in -calculus, the rules in C.3.1 reveal a proliferation of syntactical
operators. This meets our intent to progressively re ne our chemistry (after
all, one needs a richer syntax to describe an atom in quantum mechanical
terms than to describe it as \a little solar system"). As the basis for the
following discussion we use here only the smallest fragment of linear logic, socalled multiplicative linear logic (MLL), in sequent notation. For details see
Appendix C.2, but for those who are in a rush ` means \logical consequence",
and  are propositions, capital greek letters are sets of propositions, and
` ;  stands for a proof of the disjunction \or" (comma)  using the
inference rules of the proof-system. These rules are represented by a horizontal
bar separating the premises (above) from the conclusion (below). An axiom
is a conclusion without premises. By virtue of the par -rule the comma (\or")
behaves like a P.
` ;
` ?; 
axiom
(5)
cut
` ; ?
` ;
Connectives
` ;
` ;
` ; ;
times
par
(6)
`  ; ;
`P ;
with negation, ?, de ned as:

?? =def= 
( )? =def= ? P
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?

(7)
(8)

What are the imputed chemical interpretations of this syntax and how do they
relate to that explored in MC0 and MC1? Recall the core of our original MC0
metaphor:
physical molecule : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : :: : : : : :: : : : -expression (an operator)
molecule's behavior : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : :: operator's action
chemical reaction : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : evaluation of a functional application
Our approach in MC1 merely extended the metaphor by modulating a molecule's
behavior to include:
molecule's shape : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : :: : type
Composing this with the Curry-Howard isomorphism yields:
molecule's shape : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : type  : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : logical formula 
physical molecule ::: : : : : normal -term of type  : : : : : :: : : : : :: : proof of 
The interpretation of a molecule as a proof, compelled by the isomorphism,
leads to the rst re nement. In linear logic (see appendix C.3), a proof is the
construction of a multi-set of logical formulae, known as a \sequent" (whose
raison d'^etre is explained in appendix C.2). Recall from Curry-Howard that
a formula is equivalent to the type of a -expression, and that in MC1 a type
was the speci cation of a reaction site. A proof of the sequent ` 1; : : : ; n,
then, represents a molecule with n possible reaction sites 1; : : :; n, rather
than a single one as in MC1.
Now that we have logical formulae as descriptions of potential reaction sites, we
need an interpretation of a chemical reaction. Like in MC1 a chemical reaction
involves two issues: (i) which sites are allowed to interact (i.e., speci city), and
(ii) what happens once two sites do interact (i.e., action). For this we turn to
linear logic and its syntactical machinery, rules (5, 6).
Let us again proceed intuitively. If we view a logical formula as a potentially reactive site, then we must look for the logical counterpart to \chemical
complementarity" (see the discussion in section 2.2.1). In linear logic, this
is provided by negation , ?. The fact that negation is de ned in terms of a
duality, rules (7, 8), ts quite naturally with chemistry, where the encounter
of chemical \duals" (i.e., acid vs. base, oxidizing vs. reducing) is required for
a reaction to occur.
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ψ

ψ

ψ

ψ⊥

cut elimination

Figure 6:

A cartoon of negation, cut, and cut-elimination in linear logic.

In this logic, duality appears at the level of primitive building blocks. These
are axioms, i.e., syntactical entities of the form ` ; ?. The structure means
that a primitive object always enters the scene as a pair of connected dual
\ avors", and ?. More complicated sequents (representing the reactive
options of a molecule) are constructed from such \atoms" using the rules (6)
for the connectives.
When two such sequents (molecules) meet, it is the cut rule that tells us
whether they can interact:

`
; ?
`
; 0
cut
` ; 0

(9)

The rule states that for an interaction to occur, each molecule must possess
the same formula , but in a complementary avor. The cut-rule, therefore,
emphasizes the role of a logical proposition as an address , i.e., a structured
name enabling communication with a speci c other address (of dual kind)5.
Girard's [34] metaphor of a plug , as sketched in gure 6, renders the situation
best. A proof-system, then, functions as a formal \physics" in which such
addresses are constructed endogenously6.
The cut-rule states which objects can interact, but it doesn't state what happens once they do so. The fact that one has a lamp and an electrical outlet
5 In this context, the reader is urged to resist giving a logical proposition an interpretation

linked to \human reasoning". It will not prove edifying. To further clarify the address issue,
consider conditions under which nothing happens. For example, both objects carry the same
avor of sort (proton-donor meets proton-donor), or both objects carry di erent avors
but not of the same sort (proton-donor, say , meets electron-acceptor, say ? ).
6 Chemistry may be thought of as a system for constructing addresses that enable reactions that further construct addresses. This perspective recalls the -calculus paradigm of
Milner [67, 68, 69] (Appendix A.3).
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does not mean one has light. All that cut does, is to initiate a chemical reaction (the \plugging"). An action is still required. Mathematically, the cut-rule
enables two proofs to be joined into a new proof on the basis of a \trade"; one
proves () what the other assumes (?). The cut rule is formally equivalent
to functional application in -calculus which was used to initiate a chemical
reaction in MC0 and MC1. Indeed, in correspondence with reduction to normal form, Gentzen [32] showed that a cut can always be removed from a proof.
Crucially, Gentzen exhibited an e ective process that performs this elimination by rearranging the proof structure (see appendix C.2). It is this process,
then, which is triggered by cut and that provides the associated action completing a reactive encounter. Cut-elimination yields a proof in normal form
(i.e., a \direct" proof of a sequent, where the previously involved intermediate
\lemma"  has been removed). Completing the synthesis of a molecule is seen
as \removing the intermediates" (by letting them react) yielding the product
molecule as a \normal form proof".
Thus, via negation, cut and cut-elimination we have speci ed an interpretation of a chemical reaction and thereby completed our translation. The MC2
metaphor follows:

chemistry   proof-theory
chemical properties of bonds   algebraic properties of connectives
reaction site    logical formula (proposition) 
stable molecule with site    cut-free proof of 
chemical complementarity of sites   negation ( and ?)
chemical reaction   proof with cut between  and ?
This may be summarized (in words that might be chosen only by those deep
within its grip) in its barest essentials as follows. The proof-theoretic metaphor
views a molecule as the cut-free proof of a \shape", i.e., a chemical action. The
cut-rule corresponds to a chemical reaction at site . Complementary chemical
propensities are mirrored by negation,  and ? . The coming into contact of
these complementary types creates an instability (the cut). In chemistry this
initial site of instability is propagated through the molecular skeleton, possibly
breaking old bonds and making new ones, until the stable product molecule
results. This reaction progress is mirrored in the mechanics of cut-elimination
that propagates the \unstable" cut-site through the proof-skeleton until normal
form is attained.
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2.3.3 Addressing prior limits in the linear logic framework
MC0 is an absolutely minimal chemistry, consistent with our intent in assessing the potentials inherent in adding constructive interactions to a dynamical
setting. The success of MC0 in yielding self-maintaining organizations with
properties seemingly so reminescent of biological systems renders its minimality a severe impediment to progress. The de ciencies enumerated earlier (section 2.1.4) were: (i) molecules had no speci city of interaction (i.e., no shape),
(ii) reactions were asymmetric by virtue of the asymmetry of application in calculus, (iii) mass-conservation (stoichiometry) was violated (i.e., no resource
accountability), and both (iv) reaction classes and (v) rate constants were
lacking. Content that the rst issue has been addressed with typed -calculus
and progress carried over to the proof-theory framework via Curry-Howard, we
here attempt to sketch the potential of the proof-theoretic representation in
addressing the remaining issues. We emphasize, however, that MC2 has yet to
be implemented and the following must therefore be regarded as \a transcript
from a lab notebook" recorded well before the rst reagents have been mixed.
Symmetry

In both MC0 and MC1 a chemical reaction was represented as functional
application. Application in -calculus is non-commutative, hence asymmetric
reactions come as a xed de cit of the formalism. In the proof-theoretic frame
a chemical reaction is modeled by the cut-rule, which is, in turn, dependent
upon negation. Negation in linear logic is de ned via deMorgan-like dualities
(see equation (8) and section C.3) and is involutive: A?? = A (like a matrix
transposition). This permits a completely symmetric reaction. By this we
mean that in a reaction between sites  and ? it doesn't matter which of
the molecules carries the -site and which the ?-site: the result is the same.
Symmetry of reaction is as generic to linear logic as is asymmetry in -calculus.
Resource Accountability

Violation of mass-conservation is rampant within both MC0 and MC1. Recall that a failure in resource accounting obtains whenever the same variable
occurs multiple times in a -expression. When, for example, a reaction between Cl :(Cl )y:(Cl )y and some OH occurs, the OH is used twice during normalization: (Cl :(Cl )y:(Cl )y)OH ! (OH )y:(OH )y ! . The
meaning and extent of this diculty is apparent. We are e ectively permitting the same OH -group to substitute for two distinct Cl ions, or, equally
problematic, having the same Cl be at two di erent places in the molecule.
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Moreover, if a variable is declared that never appears in the term, a reaction
would simply \annihilate" one reactant, such as in: (Cl :y:y)OH ! y:y.
Serious attention to syntactical resource accounting is required in a mature
arti cial chemistry and no such tools are inherent in the syntax of -calculus.
Resource sensitivity is hardly a feature of classical logic, but several varieties of
constructive logic - including linear logic - have this attribute. In classical logic,
formulae are not viewed as physical entities (or tokens) - like chemicals (or
money) - that are consumed when they are deployed to cause e ects. A lemma
proven by mathematician X need not to be reproven after mathematician Y has
used it in proving a theorem. The lack of a resource problem in classical logic
derives from the contraction and the weakening rules (see section C.2) which
state that in the manipulation of proofs, available formulae can be copied or
surplus instances erased arbitrarily. For example, the classical conjunction of
twice the same formula,  ^ , is equivalent to . The problem with the real
world is that if  stands for some fact like a dollar, then classical logic states
that 2 dollars - and, hence, any number of dollars - are equivalent to one dollar.
Or that one molecule of a substance has the same e ect as an Avogadro such
molecules. Here classical logic departs radically from the physical world.
Several constructive logics are resource sensitive, linear logic amongst them.
Linear logic achieves resource sensitivity by placing weakening and contraction
under explicit control. Depending on the tightness of the control several variant
logics are obtained (e.g., [78]). The basic idea shared by each system, however
strict its accounting, is to view formulae as \assets" that are consumed when
they are used. For our purposes here it is sucient to note that the syntax of
linear logic permits resource accountability; attention is paid to enforce that
no formula may be used that has not rst been generated and that, no formula,
once used, may be used again without generating it anew. This clearly permits
an arti cial chemistry embedded in linear logic to escape another of the de cits
inherent in -representation.
Reaction classes

The reaction scheme of MC0 and MC1 shares a de cit beyond that of resource accounting. Speci cally, the -framework explored only a very restricted set of chemical reaction classes. Moreover, these were exogenously
imposed. The restriction is apparent in noting that a -expression (a reactant) applied to another can yield either a single product or no product at
all. How are commonplace chemical reactions with multiple products, e.g.,
RCOOH+R0OH!RCOOR0+H2O, handled in the -framework? They are not.
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A chemical reaction with linear logic proof-nets. See
text and section C.3.2 for details.
Figure 7:

Accomodating this de cit within the linear logic framework is the challenge
that most limits implementation of MC2. In the case of -calculus, the limitation was inherent in the formalism. In contrast, linear logic - as well as
alternative formalisms motivated by linear logic (e.g., [54]) - provide a broad
set of options. They raise, however, important issues of chemical interpretation
(much like certain chemically motivated extensions to the logical framework
raise interesting issues of logical interpretation). For the purpose of this contribution there is little to be gained in fully developing the various candidate
schemes. It will suce to introduce an example to illustrate the power of this
route to MC2. We chose this particular example because it makes especially
apparent a larger issue which lurks within any choice of chemical interpreta36

tion.
Recall that we identify a molecule with a proof, initiate a reaction with the
inference rule \cut" and complete the reaction by cut-elimination. As with calculus, it is a simple matter to generate a single product. Figure 7 illustrates
a simple scheme that stretches the usual inference by yielding multiple products (i.e., more than one sequent as a conclusion). The reaction is presented
in Girard's [33] proof-net notation, a concise presentation mode detailed in
appendix C.3. Mastery of proof-net notation is not required to appreciate the
reaction intuitively, however. It is sucient to know that each structure is
a valid proof and that the shaded regions are propositional formulae. Imagine the gure to represent esteri cation of a carbonic acid with an alcohol:
RCO OH +R0O H !RCOOR0+ H OH with OH labelled (as in gure 7) as
and H as ?. The cut performed on and ? is now seen as the chemical
action between an acid and its complementary base. The by-product of the
esteri cation is water, captured here as the combination of the two cut-formula
? in gure
avors, H and H? OH, in a single molecule corresponding to
7. Clearly, exchange of shaded components between the reactant proofs has
yielded the desired disconnected product proofs. The interpretation presented
in gure 7 is illustrative of how particular issues of chemical interpretation
are raised. In the cut rule (9), the single conclusion sequent has lost (both
avors of) the cut formula. Yet, in our gure, we have simply collected the
garbage that would otherwise be thrown away during cut-elimination. One
might justify this practice on the grounds that in real chemistry, nothing is
ever annihilated. The attribution purchased by this justi cation is that of
imparting a physicality to the cut-formula.7. The process shues a reaction
site from one molecule to another. This, then, is a clean interpretation of the
7 The attribution has consequences. (i) In linear logic, the cut formula is erased. Its

erasure makes cut irreversible. Keeping the latter in our interpretation (see gure 7) preserves all information necessary for its reversal. Yet, we cannot reverse it, because the
reverse reaction does not proceed via the cut rule which we took as the formal de nition of
a reaction. (ii) Treating the cut-formula as an object, say the functional group OH, makes
it impossible to subsequently cut within that object, e.g., separating the H from the O.
(iii) Our interpretation only implements substitution reactions of chemistry. The scheme
is unable to introduce, or eliminate, connectives (i.e., types of chemical bonds). The rules
for the connectives (6) are not suited to model such reactions, because they don't provide
interaction speci city (see the discussion of cut in section 2.3.2).
Other attributions to the cut formula are no less plausible, but carry their own suite of
consequences. One might argue that the cut-formula has no physicality, yet retain chemical
plausibility by holding that what is cut are the bonds themselves and not \that which is
bound". A variant of linear logic, known as linear logic with MIX (direct logic) [2, 16, 25],
readily permits both connected and disconnected proofs, and may be employed in generating
multiple products. This attribution, however, purchases its power at the cost of (i) losing
a strict control over weakening (and, thereby, a relaxation of strict resource accounting), as
well as (ii) a far greater complexity in implementing cut-elimination.
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reaction class known in chemistry as substitution reactions .
Treating the cut-formula as a physical object introduces a larger issue. Disarticulating the physical - whether it be an object like a molecule or a memory
location in a computer - from the syntactical rules used to perform computation is a principle challenge within the domain of computer science addressing
concurrency. Linear logic is one candidate formalism for concurrency. Our
interpretation of the cut formula in linear logic as representing a physical object is one of several possible representations of the physical8. The diversity
of paths within MC2 for addressing the limitation of reaction classes in MC0
and MC1 re ects this larger issue. We return to the general topic in later
discussion.
Rate constants

Rate constants are an aspect of chemical reactivity with important consequences for reaction networks. In MC0 and MC1, all reactions proceed at an
identical rate. A plausible foundation to endogenize rate constants within the
-syntax would be to interpret as a rate constant the number of reduction steps
needed to obtain normal form. For this to make chemical sense, reduction must
be expressed in terms of true \unit-time" events, i.e., truly elementary steps of
recon guration. This is not the case with standard de nitions of -reduction.
The linear logic framework, however, has made it possible to resolve reduction into elementary events [17, 35]. We could imagine them as taking place
at the beat of an external clock. Two simultaneously occurring interactions
would terminate after di erent periods of time, thus yielding di erent \rate
constants".
We have focussed above on the power accompanying the shift in formalism
enabled by the Curry-Howard isomorphism. It is remarkable that linear logic
appears to have the capacity to addresss each and to solve some of the principal limitations of MC0 and MC1. In focussing upon comparison with the
- framework, we may have given the inadvertent impression that addressing these limitations exhausts the utility of the linear logic frame. Indeed, it
may well prove to be the case that features of linear logic unrelated to the
limitations of MC0 and MC1 will ultimately provide most important.
8 Attempting to give chemical processes a logical interpretation feeds back to logic itself.

We interpret here a chemical reaction as being a logical inference (governed by a rule such
as cut). But what logical interpretation should be given to chemical reactions that yield
multiple products? That is, what is the meaning of a rule of inference that splits proofs,
i.e., that generates two or more conclusion-sequents at the same time?
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2.4 A Roadmap from chemistry to proof-theory
We pause to ask: How natural is the analogy between a molecule and a proof?
Suppose Dr. X claims that a certain chemical action  is possible. Prof. Y
challenges her to prove that claim. X returns a few years later and exhibits
an actual molecule that provides that action, thereby proving her claim. Although the molecule does what X claimed it to do, Y will rightly wonder:
\How did you produce it?". The question is fair, because by just looking at
a molecule it isn't clear how it was produced, despite being evident that it
was produced. The reason is that in chemistry we typically can't just stick
atoms together one by one like in a Ball-&-Stick model. A molecule tells
little about its synthesis path, just as a mathematician's direct proof from
rst principles does not convey the insight that led to it. Indeed, a mathematician usually proceeds by intermediate steps, proving lemmas, and then
combining them with the cut rule (9) to achieve the desired theorem. Cut
permits a proof to be factored into generic modules (\subroutines"), thereby
preserving the proof idea. A mathematician, therefore, rarely normalizes the
proofs. The situation in chemistry is subtly di erent. First, a direct synthesis
of a molecule by plugging atoms together is almost never feasible. Thus, a
chemist is forced to synthesize a molecule by using other molecules as intermediates, i.e., he cannot fully exploit what logicians know as the subformula
property. Second, as soon as the chemist mixes the reactants, the reaction
proceeds, i.e., the mixture spontaneously \normalizes", courtesy of thermodynamics. The self-maintaining organizations we found with MC0 and MC1
appear from this standpoint as speci c ensembles of molecules that collectively
retain their synthesis pathways, because every molecule is both \ nal product" and \intermediate". Since in MC2 molecular actions are seen as theorems
whose proofs are the molecules that perform those actions, MC2-organizations
- had we produced them - would appear as sets of theorems that are closed
with respect to inference. The technical word for such sets is a theory .
From the initial observation that dynamical systems evade construction and
that computation is construction, we have arrived at a representation of chemistry as proof-theory. This path has proven suciently surprising to us so as
to expect that others might nd a roadmap helpful.
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Table 1: The Chemistry / Proof-Theory Roadmap
Chemistry
molecule as
physical object

(the nature of atoms and their
bonds)

shape as action
(domain of interaction)

(with whom and how
a molecule interacts, as determined by its shape and the nature of its reactive groups)

-calculus
-term
in normal form
type

(speci cation of an action: a
description of what the term
does at a particular level of resolution)

Linear logic
proof-net
in normal form

(multiplicative fragment of linear logic)

multiset of
propositional formulae
(theorem)

(a set of \actionable" addresses, \interfaces", or \plugging speci cations")

bonds

(connectors of molecular parts)

abstraction and
application

initiation of a
reaction

application

completion of a
reaction

normalization

cut elimination

|

multiple cut
options

(structural rearrangements
into stable products)

branching reaction

(multiple reaction pathways
among the reactants)

synthesis pathway

(representation of a molecule
as a suite of reactions between
intermediates which enable its
synthesis)

-term
containing redexes

synthesis planning

theorem proving

(how do we break up a
molecule into achievable subgoals for synthesis?)

determinism

(for a particular reactive encounter the products are determined)

(in typed -calculus only, e.g.,
Automath [18]; see also linear
logic)

Church-Rosser

(reduction is con uent; in addition, some type systems have
strong normalization properties, i.e. any reduction sequence always terminates)
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left and right rules
of logical connectives
rule of inference:
cut

(reactants are the premises,
products are the conclusions)

(a sequent is a multiset)

proof-net with cut(s)

(a proof making use of intermediate results { lemmas a.k.a
cut-formulas)

theorem proving

(how do we break up a formula
into achievable subgoals (lemmas)?)

Church-Rosser

(cut elimination is con uent
and obeys strong normalization in MLL)

Table 1: The Chemistry / Proof-Theory Roadmap (continued)
chemistry
duality

(dualities apparent in stereochemical complementarity, hydrophilic/hydrophobic, proton
donor/acceptor,
reductant/oxidant)

symmetry

(reactive interaction is symmetric)

resource sensitive

(obeys mass conservation )

-calculus
|
asymmetric

(functional application is not
commutative)

|

Linear logic
duality

(linear negation is involutive,
de ned by DeMorgan dualities)

symmetric

(assumption and conclusion
are dual - i.e., to switch is to
negate)

resource sensitive

(weakening and contraction
are absent in MLL, or controlled in full linear logic)

The match is suggestive, and one cannot fail to wonder whether the level
of metaphor might someday be trespassed. If so, there would be a level of
explanation at which chemistry would e ectively be logic. This possibility is
one we do not dismiss. It is no more ludicrous than, say, becoming accustomed
to regarding physical space to \be" the threefold cartesian product of the real
numbers, IR3.

3 From dynamical systems to bounded organizations: The thread from chemistry : : :
The long excursion into the speci c case of chemistry serves to illustrate that
it is indeed possible to move beyond the limits of dynamical systems claimed
at the outset, section 1. Here we return to the general point, reiterating its
major features in the context both of our own attempt and those of others
grappling with related issues in often quite di erent settings. Our treatment
of related issues is admittedly eclectic, representative only of our own interests
and backgrounds.
The following de ne our conceptual coordinates. We sequentially amplify on
each point in the sections that follow.
1. The identi cation of the \object problem" as a fundamental limit in
applying the dynamical systems methodology to the biological sciences
and beyond (section 1).
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2. The claim that overcoming that limit requires a theory of object construction and, thus, necessarily involves a substantive overlap with the
foundations of the computational sciences.
3. The position that a concept of \organization" derives from placing a
theory of objects in a suitably constrained many-body dynamical setting
(section 2.1.2). The conventional settings of either dynamics alone or
syntactical manipulation alone are insucient; \organization" derives
(or, if one prefers, self-organizes) from their combination in a constructive
dynamical system.
4. Finally, the \organizations" resulting from a constructive dynamical setting have the potential to address problems that have stubbornly resisted
solution.

3.1

:::

to the \object problem"

The identi cation of the \object problem" as a fundamental limit in applying the dynamical systems methodology to the biological sciences and beyond
(section 1).
Whenever a particular level of analysis of Nature is populated with objects
whose internal structure engenders speci c action capable of changing or creating other objects, the dynamical systems methodology encounters a fundamental limit. The reason is that the formal machinery of dynamical systems
is geared to handle changes in quantities, but not changes in object structure.
We believe that a formal understanding of such a level of Nature requires a
theory that combines variables that can take objects as values with the more
familiar variables that hold quantitative values (such as concentrations). To
convey an intuitive avor of this, think of action as \parametrized" by structure, and imagine a \derivative" in object space giving information about the
change of object action resulting from a change in object structure. Clearly,
being able to meaningfully de ne such a thing puts stringent conditions on
how structure is coupled to action. To even start thinking about this requires
a powerful formal machinery capable of expressing the coupling of structure
to action for the objects pertinent to a particular domain of application. This
is the \object problem".
The \object problem" is nowhere seen more crisply than in chemistry. Chemical reactions are events in which both concentrations (i.e., quantities) and
objects (i.e., structures) change. The projection of a chemical reaction involving large numbers of molecules on a phase-space of concentrations is known
as reaction kinetics. To set up a chemical reaction as a dynamical system
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in concentration space, one only requires knowledge of the proper couplings
among the concentrations of reactants and products. It is sucient if these are
known as empirical facts; knowledge of the chemical identity and properties of
reactants and products is not necessary. Cranking the tools of, say, in ntesimal calculus yields the time evolution of reactant and product concentrations.
Remove kinetics for a moment by considering just the information conveyed
by a chemical reaction when it is notated on paper. We are left with a reaction arrow, \!", expressing a relation among molecular structures. A general
method capable of describing the time evolution of the contents of a reaction
vessel for an arbitray initial mixture of molecular species would require nothing less than a formal system implicitly representing the space of molecular
objects and the relation \!" over them. That is a formal theory of chemistry.

3.2

:::

to the foundations of mathematics

The claim that overcoming that limit requires a theory of object construction
and, thus, necessarily involves a substantive overlap with the foundations of
the computational sciences.
Where do we get a formal theory of chemistry? The answer is crucial to our
approach. To date we do not have a formal, axiomatized theory of chemistry
that is useful in everyday practice, despite the fact that quantum mechanics
successfully grounds chemistry in the behavior of electrons and nuclei. The
problem is one of choosing the \right" level of description. With respect to
both molecular biology and industrial metabolisms alike, quantum mechanics
is far too ne grained, and, aside from issues of feasibility, does not convey
a satisfactory understanding of \what chemistry is actually doing"; it is too
close to the trees to see the forest. To put it provokingly, our understanding of
life will derive in large measure from how we understand chemistry. It is clear,
then, that identifying a coarser grain of analysis capable of hosting a formal
theory of chemistry would be of tremendous practical import and by no means
limited to the foundations of theoretical biology.
Chemistry and computation

The stance we took in prior work [26, 27], and further elaborated here, is based
on the intuition that at some level of description the reactive processes of chemistry are analogous to manipulations (rewrites) of syntactical objects. This
puts us right into the domain of the computational sciences, section 2.1.1. In
the present context, the reader is well advised to detach from an all-too narrow
notion of computation as \number crunching". Much e ort in the computational sciences goes into devising formal systems of syntactical constructs (we
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call \objects") that are interrelated by operations of transformation de ned on
them. It is in this sense that \computation" is the science of the construction
of abstract objects with structure-speci c \behavior".
What is crucial in the present context is how object behavior is synthesized
from basic elements, as it is here that insights into fundamental mechanisms
of \construction" or \interaction" are revealed, and can be compared with empirical facts. For what is desired in a theory of objects is not just a formalism
and the theorems that accompany it, but a transparency of interpretation in
the intended application domain. In a chemical application, one wants to capture at least the twin facts that (i) product molecules are lawfully constructed
from substitution of parts of reactant molecules and (ii) that the same product
can be produced by a diversity of di erent reactants. One wants, therefore,
a theory of combinational structures and substitution together with the resultant theory of equality . Indeed, this is what drew us originally to -calculus.
A great variety of alternative formal systems - Turing machines, Petri nets,
Post systems, cellular automata, to mention but a few - allow expression of
the same set of functions on the natural numbers, and, thus, may be regarded
as being equivalent in that respect . It should be clear by now, however, that
what is needed here is not merely a member of this universality class, but a
member whose features are germane to the chemical problem at hand.
Identifying -calculus as a plausible candidate for a chemical interpretation
hardly quali es -expressions as anything but the most metaphorical of molecules.
It is merely a foothold. A crucial one, however. It enabled our painstaking
progression from MC0 to MC2, showing how a formal representation can be
preserved, while progressively re ning the chemical interpretation of the operators of the formalism. This would have hardly been possible with, say,
Turing machines, Boolean operators, or assembler code. In that respect we
di er markedly from pertinent work by Kau man [47, 49], Rasmussen [76],
McCaskill [62], Thurk [85] and Ikegami [46].
The issue here is one of grounding and formalizing an ontology, not just of
capturing a phenomenology. Yet, this does not require a one-to-one mapping
between some formalism expressing computational processes and real-world
molecules with their chemical reactions. The map should not be confused
with the territory; we do not want to \simulate" chemistry. We take the computational perspective as one enabling a di erent - logical - level of description
of chemistry which is distinct from one that accounts for its actual physical
implementation. The latter is the domain of quantum physics. For example,
whether the actual protein folding process belongs to the class of computable
functions is entirely irrelevant to us. For all we need to capture is the logic
of the connection between structure and action speci city, not the physical
process by which this connection is implemented. Herein lies the point of a
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speci cation language for chemistry.
What is gained by a computational theory of objects?

What is gained is best seen in comparison with prior approaches to modelling
chemical collectives [3, 24, 48, 70, 79], following Kau man's [47, 48] original
casting of the problem. Particularly germane here are the e orts of Bagley,
Farmer, Kau man and Packard [3, 24]. Their work is an ideal contrast, in that
the objective is identical to our own, but the methodology used to achieve the
end di ers. In its essence their model consists of strings over some alphabet, for
example 0's and 1's, meant to represent polymers that recognize each other by
\complementarity" (0 pairs with 1). A string can act as the docking place for
others, thereby catalysing speci c concatenation and splicing reactions. This
leads to the assembly of reaction networks capable of maintaining themselves
on the basis of a monomer or string ow through the system. Such a model
shares with our own the appearance of self-maintaining collectives (that they
call autocatalytic).
The crucial di erence between our approaches is that the core of our model is
a theory of object construction - rather than the imitation of particular chemicals. This is what gives us the capacity to specify what the \organization"
of an emerging collective of objects is in terms of a mathematical formalism.
Three broad consequences follow.
1. The abstraction of molecules in MC0 and MC1 as symbolic functions
allows organization to be detected as a closure of interaction, manifested
by invariant syntactical regularities and invariant algebraic laws characterizing the action of those objects maintained in the collective. It cannot
be overemphasized that this characterization can be made by an observer
of the system who is ignorant of -calculus. Indeed, an organization can
be speci ed as an algebraic rewrite system that is independent from calculus, and, thus, the process by which it originated. With the theory
of objects comes whole-cloth a quite di erent theory of the collective.
2. A formal theory of objects makes transparent which features of the collective organization derive from the underlying theory of objects, and
which features are curiosities derived from particular initial conditions,
parameter settings, or a particular chemical stance. The distinction is
between what we have elsewhere called \digital naturalism" [29] and the
claim for a theory of self-maintenance.
3. As emphasized at the outset, section 1, an abstract theory of objects
plays a role analogous to that of di erential equations. The analysis
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of a dynamical system cast in terms of di erential equations yields the
characterization of manifolds in phase space that govern the set of its
possible trajectories. Consider our MC0 implementation and imagine
we seeded our reactor with one -expression known to be a basis for all
-calculus. Imagine further that the container is itself in nite in size
and the reactor would then be capable of holding all possible (normal
form) expressions. When we impose a dynamics on the objects (which,
in our case, is a scheme coupled to the reactor size), we sieve particular
\trajectories" in object space. Recall that our kinetic scheme is designed
to favor the maintenance of objects that are constructed by the extant
population of objects. As a consequence \trajectory" in object space
\converges" to an \attractor" - a self-maintaining organization.
This casting emphasizes the need for a theory of the \motion" in \object
space" induced by the object constructors (here, functional application
or logical inference) under the continously updating kinetics imposed by
the extant network of objects. How might such a motion di er under
dynamics di erent from our own (see for example [46])? Or with equivalent dynamics and di erent object-constructors? Is there a meaningful
formal concept of a \trajectory" in \object space"? What is \continuity"? Is there a useful de nition of \distance" between \attractors" (in
our case, algebraic structures in -space)? Questions like these require a
theory of objects, not only to be answered, but even to be asked.
The value is apparent. Consider just one instance. A methodological imperative of the dynamical systems approach is the a priori choice of the pertinent
entities and their functional couplings de ning the system. The fact that the
choice must be made a priori has the consequence that the dynamical systems methodology can never be used to address the origin of that same system ,
a profound limitation to which we have referred elsewhere [26] as the existence problem. It is apparent in MC0 that our reactor in settling upon a
self-maintaining set of objects has settled upon a xed system of variables and
functional couplings between them; thus, particular dynamical systems appear
as limiting cases (such as \ xed points") of constructive dynamical systems .
Are constructive dynamical systems \generators" of dynamical systems? If so,
a formalization of the motion in such a space holds promise as a methodology
to address scienti c questions which include the phrase \the origin of...".
Grounding and unifying other's ideas

Attractive intellectual constructs previously lacking a formal interpretation are
rendered accessible to conventional modes of scienti c investigation in our setting. Maturana and Varela's concept of \autopoiesis" [56, 57, 58, 87, 88] is
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particularly close, indeed arguably indistinguishable, from our concept of organization. It shares the key ingredient that the system is composed of \components" which engage in a network of interactions that enable the continuous
regeneration of these same \components". Thus the autopoietic system is, at
essence, a matter of constructive relationships closed upon interaction; this
Varela labels autonomy (we say, self-maintenance). Autopoietic systems share
with our -organizations a number of other features, including regenerative
abilities, accessibility only to inputs that in uence \component" interrelations,
and capacity for hierarchical coupling.
Rosen's (M,R)-system (for metabolism-repair system) [20, 80] resembles an autopoietic system, but Rosen's \components" are pure abstract functionalities.
Rosen packs a whole metabolism into a single functional letter (a \metabolic
function"), or speaks of a \repair function" and a \replication function", the
three of which entail each other in a circular fashion by mutually acting on
their domains and ranges. The point that we nd concordant here is Rosen's
emphasis on the causal circularity inherent to functional organization. Note,
however, that Rosen's (M,R)-systems lack any notion of object construction9.
Thus both contructs - autopoietic systems and (M,R)-systems - share with
ours the essential notion of closed relations of construction between the parts
of the system. Our work departs from both, however, in providing a concrete
theory of the conditions necessary to realize a universe of such systems and to
characterize their features in a standard formal setting.
We suspect that the autopoietic concept di ers only as a consequence of Maturana and Varela and subsequent investigators [71] having come to it without
the bene ts of viewing organization as the consequence of joining dynamics and
construction. The only claim of Maturana and Varela that is not instantiated
in our organizations is their requirement that the system be spatially bounded.
This is essential for them, for it is the only device by which their \components"
may be isolated from the \rest-of-the-world". The seeming need of a membrane
laid out in space is, in our view, only required because the characterization of
autopoietic systems is not built upon a theory of its components. Our organization are indeed bounded, but bounded syntactically (i.e., -organizations
are special invariant subspaces of -space). A bounding is indeed a necessary
feature of organizations, but the space need not be 3-space. Perhaps it is not
surprising that several disciplines which have found the concept of autopoiesis
of utility (e.g., notably law and social psychiatry) nd the requirement of spatial bounding dispensible (see review by [71]). At minimum, then, our work has
converged to a notion similar to that of autopoiesis from an independent angle;
quite plausibly, though, we have unwittingly generated a formal interpretation
9 Rosen claims that (M,R)-systems are inherently unformalizable. Casti [11, chapter 7]

approaches some of their aspects by means of dynamical systems.
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of a heretofore frustratingly elusive notion of considerable importance.

3.3

:::

to concurrency and self-organization

The position that a concept of \organization" derives from placing a theory of
objects in a suitably constrained many-body dynamical setting (section 2.1.2).
The conventional settings of either dynamics alone or syntactical manipulation
alone are insucient; \organization" derives (or, if one prefers, self-organizes)
from their combination in a constructive dynamical system.
It bears emphasis that \objects", as we frame them here, are de ned by
structure-action relationships where each action is a mapping from structures
to structures . In a many-body setting this generates a constructive feed-back
loop (in analogy to dynamical feed-backs) which causes the emergence of \organization". The so-de ned constructive feed-back is absent in genetic algorithms [44, 39], genetic programming [53], classi er systems [43], and models of
evolutionary optimization [1, 28]. While these systems deal with objects whose
structure entails action, the action does not participate in object construction.
This is exactly what puts our concept of organization outside their scope.
We hestitate to attribute to constructive dynamical systems claims of \emergence" or \self-organization", in that these terms are increasingly used with
quite di erent attributions. Our organizations, however, do emerge in the sense
that an organization possesses (ex post ) a level of description that is independent of the abstract chemical universe within which it originated. Similarly, the
core-objects (constructors) of the organization self-organized in the restricted
(but meaningful) sense that the constructive dynamical system converged to
them by an endogenous motion in object space.
Our use of the words self-organization and emergence di er sharply from the
frequent use of these terms as meaning \a phenomenon displayed by a collective
and unexpected by the investigator." The distinction is, again, one between a
theory of the collective grounded in a formalism to which an interpretation (a
meaning) is given to the operators of the formalism and the observation of an
instance of collective phenomena for which no underlying theory guides interpretation or guarentees generality (i.e., \digital naturalism", sensu [29]). In
drawing this distinction, we intend no disrespect for the value of such \complex systems" studies. In at least two cases a lack of formal grounding of
components of the collective is appropriate. First, it is appropriate whenever
the underlying suite of behaviors of the components are themselves empirically
established to be disassociable from the features of the system left unmodelled.
Examples include much of individual-based modelling in behavioral and community ecology (i.e., there is no need for a theory of molecules-as-proofs to
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study the consequences of odor trails on patterns of ant dispersion). Second,
it is often desirable to leave uninterpreted the nature of the objects when one
is seeking to implement a system whose objective is a search. Holland's genetic
algorithms [44] and classi er systems [43] need not be faithful chromosomes
or genotype-to-phenotype representations when the intended objective is an
ecient search engine.
A more appropriate embedding of constructive dynamical systems lies in the
domain of computer science addressing concurrency. The ground here is not so
much infertile as it it poorly prepared for sowing. Susan Oyama's underground
classic, The Ontogeny of Information [73], documents the lack of rudimentary
intellectual hygiene in the free use of metaphor from computer science to describe and interpret biological observations. The attributions are ubiquitous:
the genes as \code", the genome as \algorithm", the cell as \massively parallel computer", and the like. Indeed, the metaphors are not merely passive
inaccuracies in the service of rhetorical aims; they actively frame our thinking
(see, e.g., [74] on representations of the ras pathway). We will not tread lightly
here. The use of the computational metaphor is crucially vacuous without a
formal translation between a chemical syntax and a syntax of computation .
Here we reawaken the problem of interpretation; our as-yet-incomplete march
from MC0 to MCn has achieving this formal interpretation as its intent.
It is, indeed, our stance that the formalisms natural to biology derive not
from physics (as a discipline), but from imposing those of physics on those of
computer science. Organisms are coherent chemical collectives, molecules are
constructed from molecules, and computation is a science of representing possible constructions. The control of timing the interaction of physical objects
and the representation of the same objects as performing constructions (computations) lies at the heart of both realizing a genuinely parallel computer and
our attempt to develop a meaningful representation of a chemical parallelism
(viz our discussion of reaction classes in MC2, section 2.3.2). Disarticulating
the physical from the computational is what makes parallelism a hard problem
in computer science.
The relation is suciently subtle to remind the reader of the manner in which
our organizations were realized. The strategy we adopted was two-pronged:
we rst have projected chemical objects onto abstract logical entities, using
-calculus as a formalization of their constructive interactions. Then we have
dipped these entities into a cocktail of chosen physical modalities: (i) many
objects coexist in the same system (reactor), (ii) an object-species has a concentration (objects can occur in multiple instances), (iii) objects interact by
random collision , (iv) objects have a nite lifetime (constrained ow reactor).
Point (i) enables a constructive feed-back loop by providing a context from
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which the interaction partners of an object are drawn, and to which the product of a reaction is returned. Points (ii) and (iii) provide a simple (pseudochemical) kinetics that biases interactions to occur among object species with
the highest concentration (relevance ). Point (iv) implements the overall e ect
of removal, such as loss, decay, or inactivation. In conjunction with points
(ii) and (iii) this removal reinforces precisely those reaction pathways whose
constituents on the reactant side also appear on the product side somewhere
along the path. The result are self-maintaining collectives of objects, with each
object being simultaneously interpreted as a physical object and a function .
We are drawn to this view of parallelism by physical intuition { ow reactors and chemicals being common laboratory objects. The computer scientist
comes from a quite di erent intuitional base. Physicality is foreign ground, the
strength of computation by syntactical manipulation lies in its leaving open
the interpretation of the syntax. We nd it remarkable, then, to what degree
our work abrades with that of theoretical computer science. The body of work
known as communication and concurrency [42, 64, 65, 67], aims at a formalization of the behavior of systems consisting of many coexisting and independently interacting heterogenous computational agents. Individual agents are
referred to as \processes". Processes \communicate" to in uence each other's
behavior (i.e., the ability to communicate). Two examples serve to illustrate
how short the intellectual distance is separating the issues in concurrency and
our approach to organization. In -calculus [68, 69], a popular concurrent formalism (Appendix A.3), a single expression is equivalent to the entire content
of our reactor at a given point in time. The evolution of the reactor appears
as a series of \reductions" of this large expression. Even more striking is the
correspondence between our system and a device used to choose among the
multiple communication channels available to a given concurrent process. To
address this issue, Berry and Boudol [5, 6] introduced the notion of a Chemical
Abstract Machine as a possible execution machine for the -calculus. Berry
and Boudol's insight - which predates our work - was to use physical aspects of
chemistry (such as randomly colliding objects) to implement a concurrent computation, while we independently originated the reverse interpretation, i.e., to
use computational objects as a proxy for molecules and to join them together
into a concurrent setting. Despite the distance in intended application, then,
both approaches share the underlying challenge of imposing a physics upon
computational construction. Computer scientists seeking to implement concurrency no longer have the luxury of ignoring physical modalities - their processes must communicate in time to other processes with \real-world" positions
and properties. This is, again, little di erent from our own problem in reverse;
we start from a dynamical systems setting and need to add to it a formalism
of object construction. We both face the challenge of confronting time and
properties that characterize objects as physical entities, while simultaneously
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endowing the same entities with the power of construction.
Despite this correspondence, our e orts depart sharply from work in concurrency and communication in one important respect. Our organizations selforganize from random communications in a many-body, ow-reactor setting.
Self-organization is anathema to computer engineers - indeed, such lack of rigid
control over communication is precisely what they seek a formalism to avoid.
Control over communication is deemed essential; one need only imagine the
task of a systems administrator attempting to communicate with an operating
system after a series of system calls have unexpectedly self-organized. Yet, as
our organizations indicate, the product of constructive dynamical systems is
not a lack of coherent behavior, but the creation of collectives with predictable
features and properties. Perhaps the treatment of concurrency would bene t
from exploring the feature in which our work departs from their own. Surely
- at the moment - the prospect of e-mail messages spontaneously combining
into a coherent manuscript strikes the authors as an acceptable price to pay
for an occasional unexpected core dump!

3.4

:::

to biology and beyond

Finally, the \organizations" resulting from a constructive dynamical setting
have the potential to address problems that have stubbornly resisted solution.
Biology has only two claims to theories unto itself - Mendel's theory of transmission and Darwin's theory of natural selection. The intellectual history of
the rst half of this century is a story of continuing debate over whether the
two theories were in con ict. Fisher, Haldane, and Wright demonstrated that
no con ict existed and the same elds are lled today by a self-perpetuating
army of investigators using the same plows (powered now by computers much
as farmers today use tractors). The talk of plows and tractors is not intended
as idle ridicule, for the tools are the issue here; the limits of the tools de ne
the \barrier" we address. The tools employed by Fisher to show that the
great theories of biology were concordant required casting the problem in a
fashion that threw out the constructive aspects of biology, rendering the problem tractable as one in dynamical systems. Throwing out construction meant
throwing out the organism; trying to put the organism back in is fair epitome
of the intellectual history ever since.
The claim is that biology requires a trinity of theories; we have two of them;
we lack only \a theory of the organism". The claim we make is that the
self-maintaining organizations we derive hold promise as that missing theory.
Indeed, such a theory need not await a global solution to the speci cation
language for chemistry. The fact that our organizations can be described in
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a formalism distinct from that in which they were generated (i.e., as abstract
rewrite systems rather than -expressions) leaves their terms (like those of
any syntax) open to interpretations other than chemical. From this realization
ows a diversity of potential applications.
Given a universe of self-maintaining abstract rewrite systems (ARS), the uses
are limited solely by the properties of the particular ARS and the interpretation given to its terms. An interpretation of the terms as engineering functions
in a machine might be route to a self-repair mechanism, an interpretation as
a semiotic unit as a device for natural language interpretation, and interpretation of terms-as-molecules as germane to a blueprint for the design of a
self-maintaining chemical manufacturing process [7], as it is to a metabolic
cycle in a cell or a system of cell-cell communications de ning an organ. The
origin of such speci cations from a research program in arti cal chemistry or
in experimental -calculus is irrelevant. It cannot be overemphasized that
herein lies the signi cance of the characterization of our organizations in an
alternative formalism.
To the extent that one accepts that the missing \theory of the organism" is
recognizable as a general speci cation procedure for self-maintaining systems
of constructive relations, MC0 suces. Application to the biological issues
left wanting for a generation - indeed to domains distinct from biology - are
limited solely by the interpretation given to the terms of the abstract rewrite
system and the extent to which its properties are germane to the question at
hand. While work-in-progress portends considerable promise in applications
to evolutionary biology in particular, it is neither feasible nor appropriate to
address them here. After all, the editors asked us to identify a \barrier to
knowledge", they did not ask us to lift it.
The claim for relevance here is large indeed. Hence, we conclude with a warning. The optimism and the passion with which we assess the potential of
constructive dynamical systems has all the characteristics of a bullish investor
at the eve of the market's collapse. The reader would do well to heed the
admonition
...beware of the boa constructor.

Erwin Panofsky
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Appendix
A -calculus for tourists
A.1 Conceptual
The modern view of \function" is that of an arbitrary set of pairs - (argument/value) - whose rst element is unique. The entire graph of the function
is taken to be available at once, as a given, with no \cost" for its generation.
For example, you are given the following graph, in which a prime is paired
with 1 and a non-prime with 0, as fully completed to the in nite right.
1
0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

In contrast, an older view emphasizes a function as a rule of computation , i.e.,
as a process of symbolic manipulation that produces a value when applied to
an argument.
n

Given a number
try dividing it by 2 and by each odd
integer up to the biggest integer which is smaller or
equal to the square root of . If none of the trial
divisors divides , return 1, otherwise return 0.

n

n

The point is that one trades the instant random access to a look-up table which
is so big as not to t into the universe, with a procedure which ts into your
pocket, but at the \cost" that it must be carried out. Procedures have to be
expressed in some formal language. The requirement of a language, in turn,
entails a re nement of the world into \behavior " and \that which behaves."
The former remains the still \ethereal" graph, while the latter is an \object",
that is, a symbolic structure shaped by some sort of syntax that can be subject
to new kinds of manipulation. This procedural or computational paradigm lies
at the base of our project. It takes seriously the fact that in the physical world
one never manipulates behavior, only the objects that behave.
Of course, the above example is no more than a joke; we would have to be
equally explicit about what we mean by \divide", \2", \each", \integer",
\biggest", \smaller", \or", \equal", \square root". It is no joke, however,
that the -calculus invented by A. Church in the 1930's [12, 13] (following a
trail pioneered by M. Schon nkel [82]) does just that.
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A.2 Instant Syntax and Semantics
The universe of -objects consists of terms with a particular structure. This
structure is de ned inductively, starting from \atoms".
Terms

-calculus

Informal Interpretation

Tourist Notation

x

x is an atomic name taken from
some available name space.

x

x:A

Make the -term A into a function of x. This is done by turning x in A from being a literal
\x" into something replaceable,
a variable. Since x now holds
a place, it's particular name has
lost signi cance. All that matters is the link to its corresponding  marker, indicated by writing x: One says, x has been abstracted.

Given the expression x2 + 4x + y
we turn it into a function in x
by declaring x to be a variable:
x x2 + 4x + y.

If A and B are -terms, then
their juxtaposition (A)B denotes
the application of A to B

Given the function f : x x2 +
4x + y and given 6, we can speak
of f (6).

A)B

(

!

!

So far we have only terms. Let's have some action.
Reduction

-calculus

x:A)B ! A[x := B

(

Informal Interpretation
When applying a function x:A
to an argument B , we proceed
by literally substituting for the
placeholder x the argument B .
] The fact that the place(s) held
by x has (have) been lled is documented by removing the placeholder declaration x: In the
above example, f (6) 60 + y.
!
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That's all there is.
Some details on reduction

There are two technical details one should be aware of. (i) The abstractor
 has a scope (like an ordinary integral sign), i.e., in (x:A)B the binding
in uence of  stops at A, and does not continue into B . (ii) The idea behind substitution is to replace equals by equals, meaning that the behavior of
(x:A)B should be the same as that of A[x := B ]. Unbound literals must,
therefore, never get bound during substitution. This one, for example, is illegal: (x:y:(x)y)z: y y:(z: y )y. The boxed y has been captured by a
y. To perform the substitution safely, one has to rename the bound y into,
say, w. We skip the formalization of these statements.
In a reduction step an \application" annihilates an \abstraction". Normalization is the process in which all the reductions that are possible within
a term are carried out. At that point a term is said to be in normal form.
The normal form is unique (if it exists - see below). This property of the
reduction relation on -terms is called con uence. The re exive, symmetric
and transitive closure of the reduction relation is an equivalence relation on
terms, i.e., two -terms are equivalent, if they have the same normal form.
Within the scope of our chemical metaphor a normal form is the analogue of
a stable molecular form. The application of one (abstraction) term to another
is analogous to a reactive encounter. Such a con guration is (usually) not
a normal form, and is \stabilized" by normalization - the -analogue of a
\reaction path". In this view of chemistry, \(free) energy" is that which causes
molecular transition states to stabilize into products and is captured by our
requirement that terms be in normal form. Other aspects of energy, such as
di erential rate constants, are not captured in Minimal Chemistry Zero (but
see section 2.3.3 for MC2).
Two examples: A =def= x:((x)y:y)x is in normal form; so is B =def=
u:(u)v:v, but not (A)B =def= (x:((x)y:y)x)u:(u)v:v. We normalize
(underlining the subterms being reduced at each step):
(x:((x)y:y)x)u:(u)v:v ((u:(u)v:v)y:y )u:(u)v:v
((y:y)v:v )u:(u)v:v (v:v)u:(u)v:v u:(u)v:v
In this case B is a xed point of A.
Not every term has a normal form. For example, here's a term which is not
normalizable:
(x:(x)x)x:(x)x (x:(x)x)x:(x)x
!

!

!

!

!

!

A calculus in which every term has a normal form is called strongly normalizing. Our model utilizes only terms with a normal form. Indeed, we even
discard those terms which fail to normalize within some speci ed limits.

It is worth pointing out that in this version of -calculus every term can be
applied to every term. Thus, any term can be lled into the place held by a
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variable. Or, by means of slogan, there's no syntactical distinction between
function and data. Everything in  is, in some sense, a function. This is a very
powerful concept. You may have wondered where the \numbers" are, or where
the familiar \addition" has gone. No such operations are given. Everything
has to be constructed just with what we've got, i.e., variables, abstraction and
application. (It can be done.) The intriguing feature of -calculus is in forcing
one to realize that something is, for example, a numeral (a representation
of a number), if it behaves - via application and reduction - like a number.
Something is a numeral when it is a member of a sequence of distinct terms that
have a successor function, and there exists a test for a distinguished element
\zero". Likewise, something is an \addition", if it behaves like an addition in
relation to some system of numerals. Change the system of numerals and the
object that behaved like an addition doesn't anymore. Here's an example of a
numeral system:

f:x:x
corresponds to 0
f:x:(f )x corresponds to 1
...
...
...
f:x: (|f ):::
{z(f )} x corresponds to n
n. times
...
...
..
Relative to it, the addition operation becomes + =def= m:n:f:x:((m)f )((n)f )x.
The normalization of 3 + 2 is displayed in table A1. It looks slightly frightening, but most of the 54 intermediate steps are just necessary rearrangements
in preparation for reductions.
Note then the \relativity" of the system { one de nes what behaves and generates behaviors. The power of the system derives from just this exibility.
\Behavior," in the example above, was treated as a device which sends numerals into numerals. This frame need not be maintained. In fact, nothing
prevents us from taking the addition function, +, and apply it to something
else than a numeral - to itself, say. So here is (+)+:
(m:n:f:x:((m)f )((n)f )x)m:n:f:x:((m)f )((n)f )x ! 
   ! n:f:x:u:v:((f )u)((((n)f )x)u)v
(Where the variable names u and v come from renaming during normalization.)

Can we still meaningfully say that a \function" has been computed? No. In
full -calculus the notion of a \function" is better replaced by the more vague
notion of an \operator". This point is crucial for our usage of -calculus.
Indeed, the individual interactions in our reactor by and large don't compute
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anything, they solely rearrange symbolic structures. The interpretation of their
\behavior" is framed by the algebraic and kinetic properties of the organization that their actions participate in maintaining. The same can be said of
chemistry.

(f{z)(f )(f )x}) f:x:
((m:n:f:x:
{z((m)f )((n)f )x}) f:x:
|
|
{z(f )(f )x}
|
+
3
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..
.
25
26
27
28
29
30
..
.
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

(n:(m:f:x:((m)f )((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
(n:f:(m:x:((m)f )((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
(n:f:x:(m:((m)f )((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
(n:f:x:((m:(m)f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:(n:x:((m:(m)f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(n:((m:(m)f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:((m:(m)f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(((m:m)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(m:f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:((f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(m:f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(x:(f:(f )(f )(f )x)(m:f )f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x
..
.
f:x:(f )(f )(y1:(x:(y1 )x)(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
f:x:(f )(f )((y1:x:(y1 )x)f )(y1:(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
f:x:(f )(f )(x:(y1:(y1 )x)f )(y1:(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
f:x:(f )(f )(x:((y1:y1 )f )(y1:x)f )(y1:(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
f:x:(f )(f )((y1:y1 )f )(x:(y1:x)f )(y1:(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(x:(y1:x)f )(y1:(n:(m:((n)f )x)f:x:(f )(f )(f )x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
..
.
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(x:((f:f )(n:f )f:x:(f )(f )x)(f:(f )x)(n:f )f:x:(f )(f )x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )((f:f )(n:f )f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:(f:(f )x)(n:f )f:x:(f )(f )x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )((n:f )f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:(f:(f )x)(n:f )f:x:(f )(f )x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(x:(f:(f )x)f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )((x:f:(f )x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(f:(x:(f )x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(f:(f )(x:x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )((f:f )(x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(f:(x:x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )((x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(f:(x:x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)(x:f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(f )(f:(x:x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x)f
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(f )(x:x)(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(f )(n:x)f:x:(f )(f )x

z
}|5
{
f:x:(f )(f )(f )(f )(f )x
Table A1: 3 + 2 = 5 in -calculus.

-calculus is a theory of equality based on substitution. In a more specialized
sense, -calculus is a general theory of functions. Having served as a template for LISP, it inspired the \functional style" of programming. Moreover,
as detailed in text, -calculus has served as a tool in constructive proof-theory
and, accordingly, in mechanizing parts of logic (see section C.1). This makes
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-calculus an almost obligate check point when introducing new paradigms of
computation to which properties such as termination, con uence, normalization, or substitution are central. In the computational sciences these ingredients of -calculus play a role comparable to that of the fundamental principles
of physics [55]. Good introductions are Hankin [40] or Lalement [55], an encyclopedic treatment for a cionados with a good pair of shoes is Barendregt
[4].

A.3 Beyond 
The limits of -calculus are found in its inherently sequential paradigm. This
is re ected by its non-commutative basic mode of interaction, application.
What would be a commutative analogue? This question leads one to parallelism, or more precisely, concurrency. In contrast to sequentiality, the concurrent paradigm of computation considers a system of many heterogenously
behaving independent entities that \interact" with one another (usually asynchronously). The proper technical word for interaction in such a setting is
communication and the entities are called processes. The theory of communication and concurrency is among the most exciting and challenging frontiers in
today's computational sciences. This is obviously not the place for a tutorial
in concurrency; some places to start are [42, 65, 67]. Here we paint with a
broad brush just some of the issues at stake so as to situate our work relative
to it.
The transition from the concept of \function" to that of a \process" is illustrated by means of an example due to Robin Milner [67]. Consider the behavior
of the following program, A, where \:=" means an assignment:
1: x := 2;
2: y := x+3;
3: print y;

(assign 2 to x)
(assign to y the content of x plus three)

Clearly, the program A will print 5. Suppose now that there is a further concurrently running program B that has access to the memory location referred
to by x in A. Such a program can alter the value at x after A has executed
its rst statement and before it executes the second. As a consequence, the
observation of A does not yield a speci c result anymore; it may print anything, depending on the behavior of B . This is the kind of situation that the
theme of \communication and concurrency" is roughly about. The concept
of \process" emphasizes behavior primarily as the ability to communicate at
various points in time [41] rather than a computational activity. The issue, as
emphasized in [75], is one of an apparent duality of time and information.
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What is being communicated? The simplest kind of communication is a synchronization between two processes, i.e. a \handshake". One process pauses
until it receives a signal from another upon which it resumes its behavior [64].
The next order of communication involves the sending and receiving of port
names themselves. This yields a system where \pointers" are passed around,
thereby changing the communication topology of the system over time [68, 69].
At the next order whole processes rather than their address can be communicated [81]. This in turn raises the issues of \access" and \privacy". On the
formal side the challenge is to nd \calculi" which enable to reason about various notions of processes and their equivalence, in analogy to what -calculus
does for the sequential realm.
Communication occurs between ports of processes. Ports are named, and
each name has a complement. For example: a and a, where a may stand
for an input port and a for an output port. Communication can only occur
between ports that bear complementary names. This ensures commutativity
of communication by de nition.
-calculus
One foundational attempt at mobile processes (systems with changing communication topology) is the -calculus of Milner, Parrow and Walker [68, 69].
Just to give a glimpse of it for the purpose of comparison with -calculus,
here's a -expression:
x|{z}
y:A x| (u){z
:uv:B} y| (z{z):C}
j

j

1

2

3

It denotes a soup of three processes, 1; 2; 3, that co-exist independently. This
concurrence is expressed by the operator . The processes in the example are
only partially speci ed, since A; B and C stand for further structure which
we disregard. xy means \output the name y along channel x", while x(u)
means \receive a name along channel x and substitute that name for u in the
remaining process" (this input pre x binds u much like a ). In the above
example a communication can occur between process 1 and process 2 along
channel x, yielding:
A y|v:B [{z
u := y}] y| (z{z):C}
|{z}
j

j

j

1

2

0

3

0

The point is that, as a result of this event, process 2 (now 20) has obtained a
port name that enables it to communicate with process 3:
A B| [u{z:= y}] C| [z{z:= v}]
|{z}
j

1

0

j

2

3

00

0

Concurrent processes can occur embedded within a process, such as in xy:(A B ).
Furthermore, there is a scoping operator  which restricts the use of x to process A in (x)A, and there is a choice operator + behaving so that in A + B
j
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a communication with A destroys B and vice versa. Finally, there is a replication operator !A which permits process A to spin o further copies of itself
allowing for recursion.
\ " might be a way to notate the concurrency of the -particles in our owreactor. As in -calculus, a \type"-discipline for -calculus can be de ned.
For the further development of our model, we are inclined towards the logic
path to concurrency rather than -calculus, as developed in the text. Readers
wishing to further explore -calculus are referred to [66].
j

The world of functions and the world of processes emphasize the halting problem di erently. While termination is a desideratum for functions or algorithms,
the opposite is typically true for processes. There one looks for conditions
under which a community of processes is guaranteed never to dead-lock, as
there are many situations where ongoing communication or interactivity is
required. Examples include operating systems, whether in air trac control
systems, computer systems, mobile telephone networks, or...living and cognizing systems. The focus on the absence of dead-lock shifts the attention from
computation to organization. This clearly locates concurrency very close to
our project.

B Types for tourists
B.1 The chemistry of types
Types are a high-level statement about the behavior of objects. A conventional
addition function, for example, has type N  N ! N , meaning that it accepts
pairs of integers, and returns integers. This is not sucient to distinguish it
from a subtraction function, but is enough to distinguish it from a function
that adds \carriage returns" to a string of characters. The de nition of a type
system decides on how much about the actual behavior of an object is conveyed
by its type. A type system also provides a procedure to infer the type of a
compound object from the types of its components.
We rst need a way to express types. The notation is inductive like the syntax of -calculus. We start by de ning a set of atomic types, called simple
(or ground) types, say T = fa; b; c; : : :g. From simple types we construct compound types with the help of type constructors. This is analogous to -calculus
where compound terms are built from two term constructors - abstraction and
application (see Appendix A). The choice of type constructors re ects the
kind of actions one seeks to capture. For the sake of simplicity we consider
here only one type constructor: the function type \!". A type, then, is either
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 a simple type: s 2 T , or
 a function type: s ! t, where s and t are types.
The function type s ! t denotes a mapping which accepts objects of type s
and returns objects of type t. Think of it as one kind of chemical bond (\!").
It links together the action(s) of atoms (or groups of atoms).
The type system is coupled to the -calculus by means of inference rules based
on the structure of -terms. Let's proceed intuitively at rst: if a variable x
in -calculus has type s, notated x : s, and if the expression E has type t,
notated E : t, then the term x:E has type s ! t, notated x:E : s ! t.
What we have just made is a bond connecting action s with action t. The
corresponding term - the abstraction x:E - is the physical bond - as opposed
to its type (!) which indicates it's potential chemical activity. Indeed, a bond
that can be made, can be broken. This holds for types as well. When the
object x:E whose action is s ! t is brought into contact with an object
F : s, the bond is broken, and the action t is recovered: (x:E )F : t. The
corresponding normalized object can be shown to have the same type. The fact
that the type doesn't change upon normalization indicates that types do not
compute results; the computation is done by the -calculus mechanics. Types
are just a statement about the possible reactions and results.
Summing up, \abstraction" makes bonds, \application" breaks bonds (of the
\!" kind). A bond works here like an \if-then" relation, since s ! t speci es
the conditions that have to be met to break and to release the \then" portion
(in this case simply to encounter an object of type s).

B.2 Polymorphism
A function of type s ! t, where s and t are simple types, is monomorphic,
because - in terms of our metaphor - it only has one shape: it recognizes only
things of the shape s, and it returns things of the particular shape t. Seen this
way there are in nitely many identity operations, x:x, with di erent types such as: a ! a, b ! b, (a ! b) ! (a ! b), etc. - yet all do the same thing. In
fact, these di erent types are but speci c instances of a generic type ! ,
where can be anything. Because it can be anything,we can treat it as a
variable - a type variable. This is expressed as 8 : ! , also known as a type
scheme. The introduction of type variables yields the concept of a polymorphic
type. In contrast to a monomorphic operator, a polymorphic one can act on
a variety of things with di erent shapes. For example, a function with type
8 :( ! a) ! (b ! ) can operate on any object which is an instance of
the type 8 : ! a, such as c ! a or 8 :(c ! ) ! a, but it cannot act on
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instances of 8 : ! c. In the context of the chemical metaphor, polymorphism
means that our abstract molecules can have di erent degrees of \speci city".
Some could be \rigid" (monomorphic), others could be completely unspeci c,
and still others could cover the spectrum of speci city in between.

B.3 Type inference
Given the structure of a -term how do we infer its type? To begin with we
assign type schemes to certain variables initially. This initial assignment, A,
has the status of a boundary condition. It speci es our \chemistry". We will
write the derivation of type  for the expression P under the assumptions A
as an inference: A ` P :  (read: \from A derive P of type "). Here's the
complete set of rules for this game [55, 63], which we explain intuitively below:

Tautology
Instantiation
Generalization
Application
Abstraction
Let

x:2A`x:
A`e:
( > 0)
0
A`e:
A`e:
( not free in A)
A ` e : 8 :
A ` e : 0 ! 
A ` e0 :  0
A ` (e)e0 : 
Ax [ fx :  0g ` e : 
A ` x:e :  0 ! 
A`e:
Ax [ fx : g ` e0 : 
A ` (let x = e in e0) : 

The meaning of the Taut-rule is simply that a free variable has the type assigned to it in the boundary condition. If there is no assignment the expression
x is not typable, and is barred from the universe.
The meaning of rule App is also clear. It is useful, however, to know how the
rule is implemented, since it introduces an important concept. Suppose that
we have an object e whose type has been established to be , and that we
want to apply it to an object e0 of type  0. For this to be possible e must have
a type of the form  0 !  where  stands for a generic unknown type of (e)e0
that needs to be determined. Hence, for the interaction (e)e0 to be possible e's
established type  and the required type  0 !  must be made equal. This
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may be possible, since  and  0 may contain type variables which can be made
more speci c in order to satisfy the equality. This means we must look for
some type substitution T of the free variables in  and in  0 !  such that
T = T ( 0 !  ). T is called a uni er, and the procedure for nding T is called
uni cation. It boils down to solving a set of equations. For details about how
this procedure is carried out the reader is referred to any standard textbook
on type theory. The point is that a successful uni cation will end up with a
particular  , the desired type of (e)e0. If uni cation is not successful, then e
cannot be applied to e0, i.e., the interaction term (e)e0 does not exist.
It is clear now that a type system poses constraints on permissible -terms.
For example, x:(x)x is not any longer an element of the universe of objects,
for it has no type. To type the subterm (x)x we would have to rst assume
the generic type for x, and then use rule App which requests that x be of
type ! . But the equation = ! is recursive and has no solution (in
this type system).
Recall that we model a chemical reaction by the application of a function:
(x:E )F . In Let the argument, F , is typed rst, and then its type is assigned
to the variable x when proceeding in the type synthesis of E . The Let rule
allows for more general interactions than are otherwise permitted by App. We
use Let to model a reaction.
Finally, the Abs-rule is used like this. If the variable x has a type assigned
in the boundary condition A,  0 say, then we must use  0 in the derivation of
the type for the function body e. If e is determined to have type  , then the
whole expression is  0 !  . On the other hand, if x has no assignment, then
we are free to temporarily assume one. We assume a generic , and proceed
to derive the type for e. During this process the assumed type may need
to be specialized into  0(< ) to meet type constraints (viz uni cation). The
resulting type for the overall expression is  0 !  , and the boundary condition
A is left unchanged.
The other two rules, Gen and Inst, are used to generalize and to instantiate
(specialize) a type in a particular way. Their explanation is not crucial at this
level of discussion, and we skip it.

C Logic background
C.1 The Curry-Howard isomorphism
The Curry-Howard isomorphism [45] provides a rigorous link between the computational sciences and logic.
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Recall the two rules for typing abstraction and application in -calculus (Appendix B):
0
Abs A [ fx :  g `0 e : 
A ` x:e :  ! 
A ` e : 0 ! 
A ` e0 :  0
App
A ` (e)e0 : 

The notation is understood as a rule which links the two hypotheses (above
the horizontal line) with a conclusion (below the line).
Take for instance the Application rule and consider what remains when everything but the type information is erased:
0 ! 
0

Now read  0 and  as logical propositions , and interpret the function arrow \
!" to mean logical implication. Then, if we know that  0 implies  , and if we
know that  0 actually holds, then we can conclude that  holds. This logical
inference is known as modus ponens. For example, empiricists routinely use
this inference, reasoning that if an event  is known (say, by prior experiment)
to be contingent upon an event  0, and  0 is an empirical observation in a
current experiment, then we observe  in the current experiment.
In logic, \to know that a proposition holds" means to prove it, i.e. to stepwise
assemble the proposition with the help of a \sca old" (the proof). Made of
special building blocks (rules of inference), a proof is a syntactical object just
like a -term. Let us symbolize the text documenting the proof of a hypothesis
with vertical dots (meaning, \insert the formal steps of proof here"):



0
 !

a proof



0



another proof


Now, this could be seen as a proof of the proposition  by combining a proof
of  0 !  and one of  0. Indeed, modus ponens is a step in the construction of
proofs. We could use the following scheme to name the steps in the proof:
 e
 e0 9>>

 = 0
0
(e)e
(10)
 !
0 >
>;
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This, however, is precisely the rule for typing an \application" (here, (e)e0) in
-calculus (App). From this point of view the rule for typing an Abstraction
is interpreted as:
9
[ 0] >
 >>=
 e x:e
(11)
 >
>>;
0 ! 
This is meant to illustrate that a proof of  , using the assumption  0, is a
proof of  0 !  where  0 has been removed from the list of assumptions. One
says that  0 has been discharged 10. In typed -calculus a free (unbound) x is,
therefore, seen to stand for an assumption made (of type  0). \Abstraction"
- i.e., the binding of x as a variable - discharges that assumption, yielding a
logical implication. Indeed, the object x:e is a function. The function takes a
(proof of the) proposition  0 and returns a (proof of the) proposition  ; hence
it proves  0 !  .
The two rules (10) and (11) together de ne what \!" means by stating how
to eliminate and how to introduce it, respectively, from a logical formula. The
implication connective is introduced by shuing an assumption from the proof
(the meta-language) into the logical formula (the object-language) which now
keeps track of it11. The implication connective is eliminated by supplying a
proof for the assumption expressed in the implication. Analogous rules of
introduction and elimination exist for disjunction (_), conjunction (^), and
for the existential (9) and universal (8) quanti ers in the predicate case. This
style of proof-presentation is called \natural deduction". We have introduced it
here not for its direct utility in the chemical metaphor, but because it provides
the simplest and most gentle connection between a logic and the typing of
-terms.
Proof-normalization

How is the -calculus reduction process re ected in proof-theory? Reduction in
-calculus is triggered by the application of a -expression to another: (x:e)e0
which becomes e[x := e0]. The expression (x:e)e0 corresponds to a proof where
10This fact, however, must be recorded, for example by wrapping  0 into square brackets.

This introduces a \non-local" action, i.e., an annotation at a location in the proof tree that
is removed from the horizontal bar in (11) where things are currently happening. This will
be avoided in another syntactical system introduced in Appendix C.2.
11Stated di erently, if we can prove from assumption (i.e.
), then we can prove
from no assumption (i.e.
). This is the \deduction property" of logical
consequence ( ).
`

!

`

!

`
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the introduction of an implication (abstraction) is immediately followed by its
elimination (application). Consider the case sketched below.
[ 0]
 0

 e
e


 e0 !  0



 e
0 ! 
0


Here a proof is \normalized" by replacing copies of the derivation ending in  0
(i.e., right branch) for every discharged assumption  0 in the derivation on the
left branch (i.e., top-most segment of left branch).

C.2 Sequent calculus
Whenever a theory has \objects" as its subject, notation becomes of paramount
importance. The reason is that to a good extent the theory is the notation.
Major perspectives on logic are, therefore, characterized by di erring notational systems.
One of them is Gentzen's sequent calculus, introduced here and elsewhere
[32, 19], as a natural bridge between the natural deduction systems/types (discussed above) and linear logic (a discussion of which follows). The judgements
derived in sequent calculus are not individual formulae like in the previous case,
but rather ensembles of formulae. These judgements are called \sequents", and
are of the form ` , where the turnstile indicates \logical consequence" and
 and are multisets of formulae, i.e. sets where some formula may occur
more than once. The connection between sequent calculus and natural deduction is direct in the case where the right side of the turnstile contains a single
formula: the proof of the judgement ` corresponds to the deduction of
under the hypotheses . The sequent notation is a device to keep track of all
assumptions made and all formulae derived up to any point in the proof tree
(collecting assumptions on the left and conclusions on the right). In contrast
to \natural deduction" (Appendix C.1, footnote 10), this makes the proof tree
construction entirely local; what can be done at any stage depends solely on
the end point of the tree.
The rules of the calculus - which we do not explain in detail here - taken
together de ne the exact meaning of a sequent. The sequent
1; : : :; n ` 1; : : :; m
means that the conjunction of the \antecedents" (1 and 2 and : : : and n )
implies the disjunction of the \succedents" ( 1 or 2 or : : : or m), i.e. 1 ^
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: : : ^ n ! 1 _ : : : _ m Stated in terms of a Boolean valuation B the sequent
(12) says that \if all i are true (under B), then at least one i is true (under
B)".
Sequent calculus makes the symmetries and the algebraic properties of the logical connectives visible. In sequent calculus, like in natural deduction, proofs of
judgements are built inductively by linking together other judgments through
speci c rules all the way up to assumptions or axioms. To provide the reader
with the avor of the system, we show the rules for implication (!). Capital letters denote multisets of formulae, lower case letters denote individual
formulae.
0 ; ` 0
; ` ;
` ; 
left
right
(12)
`  ! ;
; 0 ;  ! ` ; 0
For the purpose of an intuitive explanation, let us suppose that each judgement
contains only one succedent, i.e.,  = ; and 0 = . The left rule then
means: (i) we know that under the stated conditions  holds (left branch
above the horizontal bar), and (ii) we know that under the stated conditions
the assumption of gives us  (right branch above the bar). Clearly, if we
can show that  (what we have) implies (what we lack), then  would follow
(under the stated conditions). This is tantamount to saying that we can derive
 from assuming the formula  ! in that context, and that is what appears
below the bar.
Conversely, the right rule says that if - in a given context - we can derive
by assuming , then we can derive from the context alone that  ! .
This transfers the assumption from the meta-language of the proof to the
object-language of the logical formula.
In sequent calculus logical connectives are introduced on the right and the
left side of a judgement corresponding to introduction and elimination rules,
respectively, in natural deduction (see Appendix C.1 and the rules for implication (12)). Similar symmetric schemes hold for the other logical connectives.
Sequent calculus needs no axioms beyond the rules of proof, since it allows the
use of arbitrary identities at any time:
`
An important feature of the calculus is the existence of three \structural" rules
to manipulate proofs. They do not introduce logical connectives on either side:
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`
; ` 
; ;  ` 
; ` 

`
` ; 
` ; ; 
` ; 

weakening
contraction

The weakening rule \weakens" a proof by introducing antecedents or succedents that are unnecessary. If the weakening of the succedent strikes you as
peculiar, remember that the succedent of a judgement is the disjunction of its
formulae. In -calculus weakening corresponds to the declaration of a variable
which never occurs in the body of the function, e.g., x:y:y. Operationally it
means \discarding an input", since the argument supplied for x evaporates.
The contraction rule means that one can use as many copies of a formula as one
wishes. In other words: there is no resource accounting in classical logic. In
-calculus this corresponds to \nonlinearity", i.e., to the multiple occurrences
of the same variable within the body of a function, e.g., x:(x)x.
The third structural rule is the so-called cut-rule:
0 ;  ` 0
` ; 
cut
(13)
; 0 ` ; 0
The cut rule achieves a result in two steps: (i) by using a particular assumption
 (right branch) and by (ii) proving that assumption (left branch). This corresponds to a proof which uses \lemma" . Notice that in the proven sequent
(below the bar)  has been annihilated.
Cut and modus ponens

The cut rule is just another way of stating modus ponens (m.p.) of natural
deduction. The sequent version of modus ponens is:


`

!

`

`

In



`

; 
`

 
; 

!

`

!

`

m.p.
;
we have used weakening and m.p. to derive a generalized m.p. (boxed sequents)
with unequal contexts in the assumptions. From this generalized m.p. one
derives cut:
; 
right

 
m.p.
;
`

`

!

`

`

!

`
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Cut-elimination

The cut-rule deserves a special place in the order of things, and we explain
why this is so at some length. The cut-rule (9) enables the combination of
two proofs into a single proof, provided they can - metaphorically speaking
- \trade" on a formula . The necessity to \trade" arises if one proof needs
? (it books  as an assumption ), while the other provides  (it books  as a
conclusion ).
The key point about sequent calculus is the famous Hauptsatz of Gentzen,
which says that cut is not needed, meaning that the sequent calculus with cut
can prove as much as the one without it. The main message comes from how
this is achieved. The theorem is proven by exhibiting a procedure through
which the cut-rule can be eliminated from a proof without a ecting the overall
conclusion. The crucial step consists of replacing the occurrence of a cut by
one or more cuts on formulae with smaller complexity. In this way the cut(s)
bubble toward the leaves of the original proof-structure until they encounter
an identity and disappear, i.e., cutting ` ;  with ` leaves ` ; .
Cut-elimination

As an example consider the following cut on an implication introduced by
the left and right rules (12):




`

;  ;
; 

`

;
; ; 
; ; 



!

; ;

`














`

`

!

`

; 
;
cut on 

!

In the process of cut-elimination this proof-segment is replaced by:






`

;
;





`

`

;  ;
cut on 
; ;
; ; ; ; 
`









`

; 

cut on

The two cuts which replace the previous one occur on less complex formulae,
and since formulae are nite, this process will bottom out when a cut is nally
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made on an identity at the leaf of the proof tree. Similar procedures can be
carried out for all connectives, independently of whether they are introduced
left and right at the same level.

Cut-elimination does something analogous (but not formally identical) to reduction in -calculus. It replaces each occurrence of the assumption  with
a proof of it. Proofs that use cut are much easier to understand, since they
are \modular" in the sense of using generic packages, which can be specialized
\on demand" in di erent ways; for example, the package  ` can be specialized by means of `  to give ` , or with `  to give ` , etc.
More speci cally, a proof may rst derive the theorem (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2
and then use it via cut twice, once with a = 5 and once with a = 2. In
the cut-free proof the (a + b)2-theorem would be derived once speci cally as
(5+ b)2 = 25+10  b + b2 and once speci cally as (2+ b)2 = 4+4  b + b2 without
exploiting the fact that these are two instances of the same generic structure.
What happens is similar to the application of a function to a particular argument. In fact, for certain versions of the logic (e.g., if sequents are limited
to only one formula on their right side) cut is exactly analogous to functional
application, and the process of cut-elimination corresponds to the evaluation
of the function, i.e. it represents the computation. In that case a cut-free
proof basically corresponds to a normalized proof in natural deduction; it is a
canonical proof [38].

C.3 Linear logic for tourists
In 1986 Jean-Yves Girard introduced linear logic . The system may be regarded
as a theory about the control of the contraction and weakening rules (see
Appendix C.2) of classical logic. In linear logic a formula stands by default
for a single occurrence which must be used exactly once. A formula may be,
nonetheless, explicitly marked as potentially available in any number of copies
(! , read as \of course "). Such a supply, however, may be accessed only by
another modi er (? , read as \why not "). A naked (not under the scope
of ! or ? modalities) means exactly one copy of the formula . In this spirit
the logical connectives become descriptions of actions in which formulae are
consumed.
To avoid confusion with the classical meanings, linear logic has its own notation. Linear implication is written as  , and means that is used up
when giving rise to . Linear implication is, therefore, a causal relation. The
symbol (read: \cross") denotes a linear conjunction, for example,
indicates the cumulation of two instances of obtained from disjoint resources.
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The resource sensitivity of linear implication does not permit, for example,
 ( ). This is in marked contrast to the classical case where ! ( ^ )
is a provable formula.
To appreciate the meaning of this discipline, suppose that atomic formulae
stand for real-world tokens. To use a textbook example, consider a vending
machine which distributes soda cans and chocolate bars for one dollar each. We
could use linear logic to characterize its behavior. Actions like dollar  soda
or dollar  chocolate are possible, but not dollar  (soda chocolate).
However, we surely have (dollar dollar)  (soda chocolate). Note that
dollar  soda is - like dollar - an action resource that can be used only once;
it speci es the conversion of a particular dollar into a particular soda. To
express the idea that this vending machine always converts dollars into sodas
or into chocolates, we write !(dollar  soda) and !(dollar  chocolate).
The control over weakening and contraction has the consequence of requiring
us to distinguish between di erent avors of the classical connectives according
to the way resources are being used. Classical conjunction, ^, splits into two
linear connectives (\cross") and & (\with"). The formal reason is shown in
the detail-box below. The di erence can be roughly summarized as follows.
acts as an accumulator of resources. In  both  and have been obtained
from disjoint resources, then glued together into a pair which we must use as
a unit. In  & both  and arise from the same resource, and, therefore,
we cannot have them both, but must choose one of them. By projecting out 
from  & we lose and vice versa. This di erence is re ected by our vending
machine which doesn't have an action dollar  (soda chocolate), but does
behave like dollar  (soda & chocolate). Note that choice is in the hands
of the consumer, hence & is also called an \internal choice".
The splitting of classical conjunction [86]

Consider the case of classical conjunction, , in sequent calculus. We could
use the following right -introduction rule:
; 1
0 ; 0
1
R^ :
0; 1  ; 0 ; 1
However, we could equally well use:
; 
;
R^ :
 ;
In fact, by virtue of weakening and contraction both rules are equivalent. We
^

^

`

`

`

^

`

`

`

^
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can derive R^ from R^ :

;
weakening
;
;
weakening
; 
;
; ; 
R^
; ;  ; ; ; 
==================
 ;
where the double bar indicates the use of multiple contractions. And we can
derive R^ from R^ :
; 1
0 ; 0
1
; 1
0 ; 1 ; 0
0; 1
; 0; 1 
0 ; 1 ; 0; 1
0; 1
R^
0 ; 1; 0; 1  ; 0; 1; 0; 1
=============================
0; 1  ; 0; 1
Similarly, the classical left -introduction rule can be written as:
; ; 
L^ :
;

But equally well one could use:
; 
; 
L1^ :
L2^:
;

;

The classical equivalence of Lf^1 2g with L^ is again easily established. From
Lf^1 2g to L^ by means of contraction:
; ; 
; ; 
; ;

;

`

`

`

`

`

^

`

^

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

^

`

^

^

`

^

`

`

^

`

`

^

`

;

;

`

^

^

`

^

^

`

`

We skip the other direction, from L^ to Lf^1 2g, where weakening is used.
When contraction and weakening are absent, as in linear logic, the two
sets of left/right introduction rules are no longer equivalent. Consequently,
the connectives they introduce must be distinguished. Let us denote by
(\cross") the conjunctive connective obtained by the previously unstarred L/R
pair:
; 1
; ; 
0 ; 0
1
R :
L :
(14)
; 0; 1
;

0; 1 
;

`

`

`

`

`
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As can be seen from the rules, is a \context-free" or \multiplicative" version
of conjunction, in the sense that there is no restraint on the contexts for the
R -rule ( 0 ; 1). With the connective , the side formulae of each premises
are accumulated in the conclusion. It is in this sense that that acts as an
accumulator of resources.
The other conjunctive connective, & (\with"), is de ned by the previously
starred L /R pair:
; 
;
; 
; 
R& :
L1& :
L2& :
 & ;
; & 
; & 
In contrast to , the contexts must be the same for the R-rule to be applicable
here. This makes & \contextual" or \additive" in the sense of a superposition. Said di erently: the side formulae in each premise coincide with the side
formulae of the conclusion, and, hence, & is not accumulative.
It is worth pointing out that, in the absence of contraction and weakening,
the split between the introduction rules must occur in the way just shown.
There cannot be a conjunction introduced, for example, by the L /R pair of
rules. Cut-elimination would fail otherwise (see [86]). (In the classical case where contraction and weakening ensure equivalence between and & - it is,
however, customary to use the L /R pair of rules to introduce .)
`

`

`

`

`

`

`

^

Similar arguments hold for classical disjunction, _, which in the absence of
contraction and weakening splits into two linear connectives: P (\par") and
 (\either"). Again, with respect to resources the former is \cumulative"
and the latter expresses \superposition". Like \with",  is a choice, but in
contrast to \with" the choice is external to the action. For example, our
vending machine may be defective at times and swallow your dollar returning nothing. This choice is not under the control of the customer, hence:
dollar  ((soda & chocolate)  nothing).
The connective P in  P expresses a mutual dependency of  and , which
can be stated through linear implication.  P is equivalent to both ? 
or ?  . The symbol ? denotes \linear negation", and is de ned by formal
at. First, one postulates (like in classical logic) equivalence between ?? and
, i.e.
?? =def= 
This property is also called \involutivity". Second, negation expresses dualities
between the linear connectives, much like the deMorgan laws in classical logic
(e.g.,  _ = :(: ^ : ), where : is classical negation):
( )? =def= ? P ?
( P )? =def= ? ?
(  )? =def= ? & ?
( & )? =def= ?  ?
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The involutivity of negation allows to pass from two-sided sequents, ` , to
equivalent one-sided sequents, ` ? ; , where ? is the linear negation of all
formulae in . With respect to logical consequence, `, linear negation behaves
like a matrix transposition in linear algebra.
One-sided sequents

One-sided sequents utlize the dualities expressed by to halve the rules
needed for de ning the linear connectives. For example, take the de ning rules
for (14), and pass to the one-sided version by linearly negating what's on
the left:
; ?0 ; 0
; ?1 ; 1
? ; ? ; ?; 
R :
L
:
 ; ?0 ; ?1 ; 0; 1
? P ? ; ? ; 
Because one-sided sequents are right-sided, nothing much changes with respect
to the right rules. The left rule of , however, becomes the right rule for P.
A similar situation occurs with the two-sided rules for P, the right one stays,
and the left one turns into the right one of .
?

`

`

`

`

`

This has a very important consequence. The cut rule becomes symmetric,
in the sense that there is no distinction between a premise and a conclusion
within a sequent:
` ; 
` ? ;
` ;
The asymmetry between \premise" and \conclusion" is mirrored in the computational arena by the role-asymmetry between function and data, despite
their syntactic indistinguishability. A function sends a premise into a conclusion and the datum supplies the premise. Ultimately this asymmetry re ects
the sequential paradigm of a functional calculus. Its removal makes linear logic
one approach to concurrency (Appendix A.3).
Cut can occur between any formula and its dual (negation). The connective
P, for example, is the dual of , and  P can be cut with ? ?. The
situation has an especially elegant \geometric" interpretation in Girard's proofnet concept [33] (see Appendix C.3.2) which is a sequent-calculus stripped to
its syntactical bare bones.

C.3.1 The rules of the game
For the purpose of reference we conclude with a table of the connectives and
the standard set of rules for the multiplicative and additive fragment of linear
logic (i.e., MALL, this the fragment without ! and ?).
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The linear connectives

disjunction conjunction resource use
P
cumulative

&
superposition
duality !
The rules for the linear connectives

(Although we have treated sequents as (multi)sets, i.e. ` ; ; is the same as
` ; ; , the permutation rule is stated as an explicit reminder that sequents
are modulo permutation.)
Identity and cut

` ;

identity
` ; ?

`
`
` ;
`

` ? ; 

` ;

cut

Permutation
0

` ;

; ;

0

is a permutation of

Connectives

` ; ;
par
`P ;
` ;
l-plus
` ;
` ;
r-plus
` ;

times

` ;
` ;
with
`& ;

The system with only the boxed connectives is known as the multiplicative
fragment of linear logic (MLL). We have not formally used the exponential
modalities ! and ? in this appendix or the main text. We therefore skip their
proof-theoretic de nition. The reader is referred to [37] for details.
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C.3.2 Proof-nets
Consider a proof of the sequent ` (A B ?) C; (A? P B ) P (C ? D); D?
using the rules listed in the previous section:

` A; A?
` B; B ?
times
` A B ?; A?; B
par
` A B ? ; A? P B
` C; C ?
times
` (A B ?) C; A? P B; C ?
` D; D?
` (A B ? ) C; A? P B; C ? D; D?
par
` (A B ?) C; (A? P B ) P (C ? D); D?

times

The atoms A; B; C; D and their negations are introduced as identities at the
leaves of the proof. All other occurrences of these atoms derive from their
rst introduced instance. Writing the connectives as labelled wires between
formulae, and connecting with a straight wire a formulae and its negation (as
they always are introduced together), we can draw a picture of the above proof
where only the essential information is recorded. Every formulae occurs exactly
as many times as it has been introduced through identities. Figure 8 shows the
proof above in this more concise notation; it is called a proof-net [33]. The rules
for building proof-nets within MLL are fairly straightforward. A formulae and
its negation are always connected by a wire. They form the simplest proofnet.
A connects two disconnected proof-nets, and a P connects two parts within
the same proofnet.
888888888888
----α
888888888888
----D----D⊥
888888888888
γ
888888888888
----888888888888
x
888888888888
888888888888
⊥
A
B
888888888888
888888888888
0000000000
A x B⊥
888888888888
0000000000
0000000000
888888888888
x
C C⊥
888888888888
0000000000
888888888888
0000000000
β
888888888888
Figure 8: A proofnet.
&

&

The three shaded regions ; ; partition thedefproof-net in gure 8 exactly
into
def
?
?
the formulae of the conclusion
sequent: == (A B ) C , == (A P
B ) P (C ? D) and =def= D? . The boundaries of each region are always given
by atomic links. The formula represented by the -region can be cut with its
dual ? (= ((A B ?) C )? = (A? P B ) P C ) from another proof-net.
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The elimination of the cut amounts to disconnecting the cut-formulae at their
atomic links and discarding the cut-formulae (but see gure 7, section 2.3.3).
For an excellent introduction, see the appendix by Y. Lafont in [38].
The proof-net concept can be extended to full linear logic with the exponentials, ! and ?, as well as the additive connectives  and & . The handling of
proof-nets, however, becomes much trickier than in the simple case considered
here.
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